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Another fantastic month, another action packed magazine.
In the world of motoring journalism, and somewhat contradictory to what most
people think, things can get quite boring. You drive a car for a week and then another
for the next week, and so on. The majority of test vehicles are very average and in
many respects arriving at a conclusion is a lot like comparing different shades of grey.
However every now and again something happens - a departure from the norm where you get to drive something very special, or in this instance that and for an extended period.
Two-weeks in a Ferrari 488 Pista was what was presented to us - and when I say us I mean The
Savage - with unlimited mileage and pretty much cleared for unrestricted use. It doesn’t take a brain
surgeon to figure out what happened for the fourteen days following the collection of the car.
Whilst The Savage was tearing up the English countryside in what he describes as ‘the best Ferrari
ever made’ my team and I were out comparing shades of grey, which came in the form of the new Audi
A1, Infiniti QX50, Volvo V90, Ford Focus, Lexus RC 300h, Toyota RAV4 and the Ford Edge.
On a slightly more exciting note we also got hold of the Hyundai Veloster N, Renault Megane RS
Trophy, BMW X7, Tesla Model 3 Performance, and Volvo XC60 Cross Country.
Kate got behind the wheel of the new BMW 840d and declared it to the be the sexiest thing on
earth which has anything to do with diesel, and having read her review and seen the numerous
photographs of this gorgeous car we have to agree.
The as another slight departure from the norm, and perhaps sanity too, we took the new, and
now becoming quite familiar Suzuki Jimny and pitted it against the Toyota Land Cruiser in a full-bore
off-road challenge to see which was best. Understandably the result may seem fairly obvious, but you
need to remember that the Jimny, whilst being shockingly terrible on-road, was designed specifically
for that sort of mud-plugging madness, and its not their first attempt at a small off-roader either… but
you will have to read on to see which ultimately was the best.
My columnists; Oliver, Kate, Nadia, Jessica, Kevin, Thembi and Rodney all delve into their creative
places and present for your reading enjoyment their diverse and humourous views on the world we
live in. My favourite this month is Kevin’s column about weird motoring things... Very informative.
So strap yourselves in for the ride and enjoy our June magazine.

Leon Rehrl

editor@nakedmotoring.com
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This is the Naked Motoring Team all of whom come from massively diﬀerent
backgrounds, which, as a result allows them to bring to the table a varied
and completely fresh approach to journalism.
The Johannesburg team is led by editor-in-chief, Leon comprises Howard,
THYS

MARK

SAVAGE

KATE

NADIA

Charlene, Mark, Kevin, Thembi and Rodney.
In Cape Town we have Thys who is a member of the original and founding
Naked Motoring team who is responsible for and runs all things Mother City
related.
All ex-pats and now based in Europe are Kate, James and Oliver. Then joining
them is Jessica, a slightly (for good reasons) anonymous born and bred

HOWARD

CHARLENE

JAMES

KEVIN

JESSICA

Bri<on; all of whom comprise our European team.

Then all the way in Japan is expert driQer Ichika, who shares with us all things Asian and
tail-happy.
Then all the way in the good ‘ol US of A, we have our American beauty Nadia bringing to
us her fresh and intriguing view on all things motoring.
OLIVER

THEMBI

RODNEY

ICHIKA

And of course there is The Savage, a former professional driver and our resident racing
driver, who brings his vastly knowledgeable and somewhat unusual approach to all

If you would like to write to them, then please send an e-mail
to team_mail@nakedmotoring.com and specify the addressee

things race inspired… he of course doesn’t really have a home at all, except of course
the one he sits in... and holds its steering wheel…

precision trimmer
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We invite our readers to e-mail us their le<ers, comments, ques8ons or sugges8ons,
and wherever possible we will try to publish all communica8on.
Please send to magazine_submissions@nakedmotoring.co.za

Dear Naked Motoring.
I have been reading your magazine now for just over a year and enjoy the way in which you
present your reviews, columns and arcles.
I also like how you are not afraid to call a spade a spade, and I guess at the same me
probably upse(ng car companies by giving unfavourable reviews.

It however shows

imparality.
My reason for wring to you is so that I can warn consumers against buying cars from any
BMW dealership before reading the very ﬁne print on their sale agreements.
Recently, in January of this year, I bought a 5 Series from a BMW dealership in Sandton and
the salesman assured me that despite owing sll quite a bit on my trade-in 2016 BMW 3 Series
they could make the deal work. My only spulaon was that there would be no residual
values a!ached. They made me an oﬀer on the trade-in which would se!le the outstanding
ﬁnance and the repayments on the new car were very agreeable too. It seemed too good to
be true… But as we all know, if something sounds too good to be true then it probably is.
I took delivery of the new car and was very happy.
However a couple months later I received a statement form BMW Finance and saw for the ﬁrst
me that there was a substanal residual value a!ached to the deal, meaning that in a few
years me I would end up having to pay almost half the cars purchase price in a single
payment, or reﬁnance it, or be forced to trade the car in just to get out of the deal.
I went back to the dealership and confronted the salesman (in the presence of the dealer
principal) who denied that I ever menoned not wanng to place a residual on the car.
So its my word against his. I signed the contracts and now I have to begrudgingly drive this car
around for a few more years before I can get rid of it.
Once bi!en, twice shy.
Chelsea, Johannesburg, RSA
Hi Chelsea.
We feel your pain, and thank you for wring in to us with this serious complaint. It saddens me to
learn that there are unscrupulous car salesmen working for established brands and I am pre!y sure
that yours is not the only one.
All the best. Ed.
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Dear Editor.
I read your review of the BMW M850i xDrive (April 2019) and am very
impressed by it. But I am also leA wondering if there is a point to such a
car in this day and age, what with fuel prices and trends moving towards
smaller city cars.

Hi.
R.I.P. Smart. As the owner of two of these li!le
beasts over the years, I have to say, there was one
thing that made Smart u!erly unique: It was the

It is a modern car, but it is also the modern-day equivalent of the gas

only car that delivered its greatest value when it

guzzler muscle car.

WASN'T MOVING.

That is, you could park it

anywhere.
Now I am a huge fan of the muscle car and while the 8 Series might not
be my parcular ﬂavor of beer, I can’t deny it is sll very good.

On the way to its desnaon, the Smart was slow,
rough and noisy - but once you arrived, you were

I drive a small city car because I live in a city. It makes sense.
What do you think is the life expectancy of these massive connent
cruisers? Do they really have a place in modern motoring? How does a
person jusfy buying one?
So many quesons and no answers.
Ellis, Los Angeles, USA.

the champ: You could sneak into a spot and be at
your dinner reservaon right on me while spacesearching Cadillac and BMW drivers were sll
circling the block, fuming!
Glenn, Shaker Heights, Ohio, USA
Hi Glenn.
Thank you for your mail and I feel I must point

Hi Ellis.

out for some of our readers that your le!er is in
response to the Smart brand being disconnued

Well to start by answering your quesons; very long, yes, and easily.

in the USA (for now).

You see there are places, many places around the world where owning

Ed.

such a car makes more sense than anything else. Most of Europe of
instance.
I hope that works for you. Ed.

Dear Naked Motoring Editor-in-Chief.
James wrote a nice piece on the Hyundai Nexo, hydrogen and electric vehicles ("Shhh… we drive the new Hyundai Nexo" April
2019). What Hyundai has done with its image, using clever markeng and PR team, is nothing short of amazing.
James' points about the coming compeon are interesng. We forecast more than 70 EVs in the marketplace by the end of
2022. We also measure the demand for EVs at about 1 to 2 percent of the future market. While consumers can't demand
what they have not yet seen or experienced, it is hard to predict the demand for 70 EVs in the U.S. Some of these models will
fail. Perhaps many.
As James said, "But then of course, there is the lack of infrastructure. There are, for example, sixteen thousand EV charging points in the
UK (where this test is being conducted) but there are only eleven hydrogen refuelling staons. Need I say more?” The current hydrogen

car buyer is therefore ge(ng more than an EV. They're ge(ng a piece of rare jewelry. Exclusivity.
This will all change soon. It will be fun to watch.
Frank, North Tusn, California, USA
Hi Frank.
Thanks for your le!er and your insighMul views on the future of EV and hydrogen fuel cells.
I too am curious to see how things unfold. Ed.
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IT’S GOOD, BUT LESS ISN’T MORE...
WE DRIVE THE NEW AUDI A1 SPORTBACK 30TFSI SPORT
Engton, England: Last month we

S-Line trim levels for the A1, the likes of

con8nually adjus8ng; they just have a

drove the new Audi A1 Sportback

which have never before been seen on

couple of driver-selectable valving presets

30TFSI Sportline and, well, we didn’t

other Audis. With those you can have 18

(a bit like the ones on the current VW Polo

exactly sing the thing’s praises. This

inch bronze wheels, bronze body trim and

GTI) and they are only an op8on on cars

is the 30TFSI Sport… which is

smoked headlights (S-Line Style Edion);

with that top-level combina8on of engine

basically the same car, but in right-hand-

spot-you-from-space yellow paint with

and trim, which I believe are now available

drive. Look, at least we can’t be accused of

black body trim (S-Line Contrast Edion); or

from dealerships.

not being thorough.

a 147kW 2 litre TFSI engine, adjustable

This is a chance to get to know the car in a

dampers and red brake calipers (S-Line

It’s a small car with a lot going on in the

Compeon).

styling department. The design of the A1

slightly diﬀerent state of tune, however,

has divided opinions in our oﬃce. Some

and one in which a lot of English and South

The upgraded shocks of the la<er version

appreciate Ingolstadt’s a<empts to spruce

African owners will come to know it - with

aren’t ‘adap8ve’ in the sense that they are

up the car’s looks, others think it’s a fussy,

the lower mid-range, 85kW ‘30 TFSI’
engine, a six-speed manual gearbox,
standard passive suspension, 16 inch alloy
wheels, and in mid-spec ‘Sport’ trim.
There’s

no

need

to

rehash

all

the introductory detail you have probably
already read in Kevin’s review. Suﬃce it to
say that there are more powerful, more
exci8ng and more expensive ﬂavours of
this renewed Mini rival for those who want
them.
‘S-Line’

speciﬁca8on

brings

a

more

aggressive look to the car, as well as ﬁrmer
sport suspension and bigger wheels. There
will also be some extra-special subdivided
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funny, overwrought-looking thing.
What it seems, to me, is a li<le but highly decorated Audi; a car
whose surfacing and detailing are a<empts to conjure the visual
charm and ballsiness we expect of a fashionable luxury supermini
on a car whose more fundamental design features are pre<y
conserva8ve and familiar. And, for the record, I am not en8rely
sold and wouldn’t call the end result par8cularly successful either.
But then, what else can Audi do? Could this car have had both
the dis8nc8veness and charm to compete with a Mini and that
‘Russian doll’ Audi-brand design authen8city that the ﬁrm seems
compelled to repeat on all of its models?

It seems highly

doubVul. And the A1 certainly seems a more coherent-looking
car to this tester in ‘Sport’ trim than with the bigger air intakes
and extra garnish of ‘S-Line’ speciﬁca8on.
Step inside, then. Even in a monochrome trim combina8on, the
A1’s interior looks quite bold, and its layout and themes resonate
technical precision and technological advancement in the way you
would expect them to. You get digital instruments and an 8.8 inch
touchscreen infotainment system as standard (a generous
collec8on of standard equipment is one of the reasons that Audi’s
been a bit brave with the car’s pricing), although both are
upgraded as part of an op8onal ‘Technology Pack’ - which our test
car had ﬁ<ed.
You don’t get full leather upholstery on an A1 unless you pay for
an S-Line Style Edion model. And, moreover, you don’t quite get
the same perceived quality in the A1 that you get in other, bigger,
pricier Audis. There is hard, slightly shiny moulded plas8c on the
inside of the doors and even more of it if you go hun8ng around
the cabin at lower levels.

If anything, it’s the layout and

appearance of the A1’s primary interior ﬁWngs, and its onboard
technology, that liQs the car’s cabin ambience above that of
other related VW Group superminis; it’s not perceived quality.
The sum total of our test experience of this car has thus far been
delivered by A1s with bigger alloy wheels and with Audi’s sport
suspension. On standard suspension and 16 inch rims, the car
deals with Bri8sh roads decently well. It feels a touch more ﬁrmly
suspended and tautly damped that the average supermini, and so
it’s less compliant at urban speeds than some, but more
controlled and assured at highway and Na8onal Road speeds.
Now and again, the suspension feels as if it could do with a li<le
bit more sidewall and wheel travel in order to easily soak up the
full range of bumps that most roads will throw at it. But overall,
driving reﬁnement is pre<y good.
And that’s indica8ve of a wider approach from Audi to make the
A1 seem luxury-worthy by imbuing it with dynamic quali8es you
would ordinarily expect of a bigger car. In standard trim, at least,
the A1 isn’t aiming for the same driver appeal of a Mini or even
a Ford Fiesta.

For body control and handling response, it’s

certainly a closer match for a Ford Focus than a VW Polo - so it’s
plainly not soQ or laid back. But it’s not desperately agile or
absorbing either.
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The car has that slow ini8al steering response
you expect of German cars, so you need to get a
good ﬁQh of a turn of lock applied before it really
starts to turn. But when it does, the car feels
small and light and corners ﬂat and keen, with a
good balance of grip, and even a li<le bit of fun
factor if you go looking for it.
This is a predictably ‘Audi’, rounded dynamic
compromise, then. Not a car to make you as
excited as a Mini Cooper S might - but not one to
test your pa8ence with its go-karty character
either.
The

VW

Group’s

1

litre,

three-cylinder

turbocharged engine operates with a distant but
detectable three-cylinder hum, but it makes
useful torque at accessible revs and seemed to
me to give the A1 a very respectable outright
turn of outright speed.

It also revs willingly

enough; it doesn’t get coarser as it’s called to
really work; and it works through a manual
gearbox with a well-oiled and precise feel, whose
well-deﬁned, solid-feeling shiQ quality you can
linger over if you want to - or that you can
conﬁdently rush through the gate when occasion
calls for it.
A Mini Cooper’s 1.5 litre turbo three-cylinder is
probably a be<er engine in outright terms - but if
that engine’s wider ‘Mini’ packaging leaves you
looking for alterna8ves, you won’t ﬁnd much to
object to here. And if you want more power, or
to avoid that three-cylinder hum, Audi allows for
that with the 1.5 litre ‘35 TFSI’ A1.
personality and dynamism, I’m not sure the A1 will do much for
The Audi A1 Sportback amounts to an unusual upmarket supermini.

you.

Larger dimensions and that larger interior help to make it more
class-compe88ve for prac8cality, and the car’s styling will endear it

By and large, I think that the best small cars compensate for their

to some, eventually.

diminu8ve size with an enlarged and dis8nc8ve sense of self and
purpose. And while that may really be the only thing which this

But, even in this second-genera8on form, I’m not sure it stands up
as a totally convincing product in its own right.

Audi is s8ll missing, for a luxury supermini, it’s a fairly crucial thing.

The A1 will

probably make the most sense as an ownership proposi8on as a
kind of ﬂa<ering good; when parked on a suburban driveway
next to an A4, A6 or Q5.
As long as you have been led to the brand by another car,
then, and you need a smaller, cheaper op8on as well, you
might like it for the same reasons you like other Audi
products.
This is a car of readily apparent substance and some
technological superiority, that’s polished, reassuring, reﬁned
and rounded to drive; and some will consider that worth
paying what is a fairly signiﬁcant premium for.
But if you want a small car that’s big on desirability,

But let’s just see what happens in the marketplace.
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Gävle, Sweden: So, according to Ford’s own research, simply

rotary gear selector that does away with the previous model’s

put, exterior design isn’t one of the factors that drives SUV

seriously outdated gearlever. This updated version is equipped

purchasing decisions; it is actually the most important factor.

with all the usual driver assistance systems you would expect of

Never mind the badge on the front, the interior quality or

a new, ﬂagship car in 2019 - think blindspot assist, front collision

anything remotely connected to the driving experience. No, what

avoidance and automa8c parking - which Ford collec8vely labels Co

most people in the market for a large 4x4 care about ﬁrst and

-Pilot 360, and there’s also Ford Pass Connect, which incorporates a

foremost is the way a par8cular car looks. But do we believe them?

full gamut of connec8vity op8ons.

Ford’s biggest and most expensive family car has been overhauled

The three-strong model range is made up of the Titanium, the new

only a couple of years aQer it ﬁrst arrived in Europe and in line with

ST-Line and the range-topping Vignale, as tested here. Admi<edly

its own research, Ford has worked especially hard to improve on

it, the la<er, is more expensive than the cheapest Range Rover

what one senior designer described as the outgoing version’s

Velar. Delve a li<le way into the op8ons list and a Ford Edge

‘heavy-handed’ styling. The sculpted bodywork and sharply raked C

Vignale could well roll out of the showroom cos8ng an eye-

-pillars remain, but the front end is more sophis8cated now while

watering £50 000. Ford has a long history of oﬀering large, grown-

the rear loses its full-width light strip at a 8me when seemingly

up family cars that sit atop its line-up, but to choose a top-spec

every other manufacturer is beginning to adopt them.

Edge ahead of any number of SUVs from luxury brand
manufacturers such as Land Rover, Mercedes-Benz, Audi and BMW,

The cabin has been ﬁ<ed with smarter door mouldings and a neat

you would need to be a par8cularly devoted Ford fan, or otherwise
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be wholly unbothered by brand, image,
impressing the neighbours and all the rest
of it.
One of the most signiﬁcant mechanical
updates is the introduc8on of a new fourcylinder diesel engine that uses a pair of
turbochargers to develop 175kW and
500Nm of torque. It is very well suited to a
sizeable SUV - and at 33mm longer than a
VW Touareg the Edge really is sizeable pulling strongly throughout its rev range
while also being extremely reﬁned and
near enough silent in normal driving. Ford
claims up to 6.6 l/100km on the combined
cycle.
The eight-speed automa8c gearbox that
replaces

the

outgoing

dual-clutch

is

smooth and unperturbed to the point that
you don’t ever think about what it’s doing.
Should you wish you can take manual
control using the steering wheel-mounted
paddles, in which case gearshiQs are hardly
snappy, although a vehicle of this type is in
no way hindered by slightly lethargic shiQs.
What completes the overhaul of the Edge’s
drivetrain is a new, intelligent all-wheel
drive system that can decouple the rear
axle en8rely to save fuel. Ford says this
alone reduces CO2 emissions by 6g/km.
Like the outgoing Edge, this new model
uses a heavily front-biased all-wheel drive

Rela8vely minor suspension revisions have

the market and the badge on its nose

been made to account for the extra weight

certainly doesn’t have the draw of, for

of the new drivetrain, while the steering

instance, Mercedes-Benz’s three-pointed

gets only ﬁne tuning rather than any major

star.

reengineering.

Vignale

Nonetheless the Edge

model

doesn’t

really

have

steers well enough, while the ride is

irresis8ble value on its side, and neither

smooth and se<led and body control in

does the cheaper, entry-level Titanium.

corners more than adequate for this sort of
vehicle.

This mid-life faceliQ isn’t enough to nudge
the Ford Edge further up the 4x4 ranks, but

The Edge is no purpose-built oﬀ-roader by

it certainly is enough to stop it from

any means, but it has the trac8on and

slipping any further behind the opposi8on.

ground clearance to cope with the muddy
ﬁeld, snowy lane or dirt road that will be
the limit of most buyers’ needs. And a tow
bar is an op8onal extra.

system, but it can now engage the rear

What the updated Edge has on its side is a

axle much more quickly and seamlessly so

very good powertrain, a ﬂavorsome set of

that even in very low grip condi8ons you

driving dynamics, plenty of cabin space and

are never aware of the systems hurriedly

more toys and gadgets than most buyers

shun8ng torque rearwards.

To use one

will ever bother using. Its cockpit isn’t the

Ford engineer’s own words, there is no

most luxuriously appointed in this sector of

longer a ‘step func8on’.

Priced at what it is though, this
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Berkshire, England: Many years ago, about ﬁQeen in fact,

much less signiﬁcance than before.

there was a 8me where the combina8on of a boxy Volvo
body and the T5 boot lid badge struck fear into the hearts of

For starters, it now refers to a four-cylinder engine, albeit one

car criminals and speeders across the country.

that’s s8ll heavily turbocharged. But it’s also no longer the rangetopper. Far from it, indeed, as the T5 sits above the entry-level T4

Whereas today you are a lot more likely to be pulled over by a

in a petrol range that runs all the way up to the 300kW T8 Twin-

diesel BMW of some vintage. The UK traﬃc police of the early

Engine.

2000s really favoured Volvos, and their par8cular weapon of choice
was the V70 T5. Its combina8on of unassuming looks, long-legged

Despite this new mid-range status, the V90 T5 is s8ll a large family

comfort and powerful ﬁve-cylinder turbocharged petrol motor

estate / sta8on wagon that cracks 0 to 100km/h in just 6.7 seconds.

made it ideal for the mul8-purpose role of policing Britain’s roads.

In the R-Design Pro spec we have here, it’s also a £46 000 car before
op8ons. So, should it be back on the traﬃc cops’ shortlist?

Now, things have changed - not just in the constabularies but also
on the forecourts. Volvo as a brand has transformed, as have its

This is deeply desirable, well equipped and likeable family

products, and in the V70’s successor, the V90, the T5 badge carries

transport, which should come as no surprise if you’ve read any
other of our reviews of the V90 since it was launched in 2017.
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What it s8ll isn’t, however, is capable of

not remarkable 9.1 l/100km in mixed

truly sa8sfying enthusias8c drivers.

driving - that’s about 50% more than we
would expect from the D5 over the same

As with most execu8ve cars at this price,
choosing

the

right

equipment

route.

and

speciﬁca8ons is a ﬁne art. While the D4

The fact that the T5 makes serene progress

and D5 are s8ll important range pillars,

and isn’t par8cularly fast means that it’s a

buyer’s a<en8on is gradually turning to

good ﬁt for the big Volvo’s dynamics. A

the petrol models across the board. The

few hundred metres is all it takes for you

T5 has the poten8al to be the best

to

compromise in terms of performance,

proposi8on to the XF, with a disconnected

price and economy.

feel to the steering and a soQ, cushioned

realise

ride.

that

this

is

a

diﬀerent

An occasional bri<leness around

The 185kW on tap puts the V90 right in the

town is most likely due to our test car’s 20

ﬁring line of rivals such as the iden8cally

inch wheels, but with the adap8ve

powered Jaguar XF Sportbrake 25t and

dampers ﬁ<ed, the V90 is one of the more

BMW 530i Touring. While we bemoan the

cosse8ng execu8ve wagons.

T5’s loss of a cylinder in this guise, both of
those rivals are also propelled by four-

However, it does balance its comfort levels

cylinders, despite their names perhaps

with cornering composure. The steering is

sugges8ng otherwise.

accurate enough and its weigh8ng isn’t too
light, but it’s less direct and incisive than

The Volvo’s 2 litre unit excels on

the 5 Series. The V90 also feels somewhat

reﬁnement over excitement, which is in

spongy when you up the pace, with worse-

keeping with the rest of the car. It ﬁres up

than-average

almost

inclina8on to be upset my mid-corner

invisibly

and

remains

u<erly

smooth and unobtrusive throughout most

body

control

and

a

potholes.

of its rev band, only becoming louder at
the upper end, where few owners,

The V90 T5, though, is an ideal choice for

admi<edly, are likely to venture.

It’s a

those who want an execu8ve wagon to

more appealing prospect than the diesel

priori8se reﬁnement and cruising ability,

for around-town driving, and it ﬁts in well

but you would have to be vehemently

with the V90’s already impressive high-

against the idea of diesel to consider it

speed noise isola8on.

over the really excellent D5.

Outright performance is decent rather

AQer all, the petrol will prove signiﬁcantly

than exemplary.

It picks up strongly

more expensive in the long-run to keep full

enough once the some8mes hesitant

of fuel but doesn’t balance that with a

gearbox has chosen a ra8o, partly thanks

worthwhile

to

performance.

the

inclusion

of

Volvo’s

clever

increase

in

character

or

The T6 and T8 feel,

PowerPulse tech, which uses a compressor

unsurprisingly,

to inject cold air into the exhaust manifold

eﬀortless to drive quickly, but then again

considerably

more

and spool the turbocharger more rapidly.

so does the D5.

However, the near 135Nm torque deﬁcit

The rest of the V90’s traits remain the

of this petrol over the D5 diesel is s8ll

same.

evident, with notably more revs and eﬀort

with the best the Germans can oﬀer in

required to get it up to speed yet li<le

terms of quality and equipment and ahead

reward (in terms of accelera8on or aural

of most in oﬀering a real feel-good factor.

enjoyment) for extending it beyond 4500

It’s very spacious, too.

The interior is right up there

r/min.
But, somewhat inescapably the diesel
One surprising element of the T5’s

engine remains a more eﬀec8ve all-round

sta8s8cs list is that it doesn’t lose out in

package that’s be<er suited to the car.

the oﬃcial economy ﬁgures to the T4,
which is nearly two seconds slower in the

That would be my choice if I were buying

0-100km/h sprint. We managed a fair but

one.
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… the interior is beaufully appointed and is extremely luxurious. It is though typically Volvo with its Ikea-esque minimalist look, but the equipment list is extensive...

… lovely to look at, nice to drive, fast enough for most daily chores and it handles as well as you would ever need… however the diesel D5 is inﬁnitely be!er...
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I have been a motoring journalist for

plas8c cracks and breaks when you

this for a minute. Some ar8ﬁcial willies

many years and it concerns me that for

smack it hard with something, even if

are made from latex rubber, in every

the

my

that something is a ﬂuﬀy bone and

imaginable colour and can bend to all

preoccupa8on has been with the

last

meat ﬁlled carrier of disease and death.

sorts of angles yet they return to their

demise

But I don’t believe that this should be

original shape as soon as the bending

the case.

stops. They aren’t par8cularly heavy

of

couple
the

months

orange

devil-wolf

creature, aka the fox, which has been
murdering my chickens. However I am

and some are easily ﬁ<ed with things

pleased to report - and all you bunny-

Right now you can go and buy a

that make them vibrate and such… so

hugging ac8vist types can sod oﬀ right

ma<ress made from something called

why not make car bumpers out of the

now - that good has triumphed over

‘memory foam’ which will mould and

stuﬀ?

evil. The fox is dead.

contort to your shape and when you

bumper which take direct hits.

Or at least the bits of the

get up in the morning it bounces back
Sadly though not by my hand, but

to its original shape, but remembers

I am sure that someone could make the

rather - and quite appropriately - the

your form too… very clever stuﬀ. So

thing to perfectly colour match the rest

demon spawn was ﬂa<ened by a car.

why

of the car and not only would it not

not

make

bumpers

from

something similar?
Personally I would have loved to have

sustain any damage when it knocks into
a pedestrian but it also won’t hurt the

been the driver of the oﬀending vehicle

Something which will be able to absorb

which delivered my chickens from

and take whatever knocks life throws at

certain and impending death, as well as

it, but then bounce back to its original

Now I do realise that this would weigh

delivering

me

from

certain

and

pedestrian as much as hard plas8c.

bumper shape. You could also make it

slightly more than plas8c, however cars

impending madness.

is any colour of the rainbow.

are so stupidly heavy these days

It was on a sunny Thursday morning

Some cars do in fact have plas8c body

kilos of bumper is going to make the

when leaving my homestead that I saw

panels, some call them plas8c and

slightest diﬀerence. But it will make a

it smeared across the road like fox jam

others ‘composites’, but none of these

massive diﬀerence when it knocks into

on tar toast. A lovely sight indeed.

can take a serious hit. And then there

you, or your parked car… now this is

is carbon ﬁbre; 10 8mes stronger than
I am also able to report that since the

making more sense, especially for those

steel, or whatever it is, but very

evil swine’s demise my chickens, for the

living within any sort of proximity of an

expensive to replace, and unlike normal

ﬁrst 8me since I bought them 3-months

old age home or ‘re8rement village’.

plas8cs it can’t be repaired. One only

ago, have started laying eggs. Clearly

needs reﬂect on the Aston Mar8n

Then how many of us have come back

staying up all night in terror wasn’t

Vantage S we were tes8ng a few years

to our parked cars from the shops and

conducive for egg laying.

back which smacked into two cameras

found some arsehole has knocked the

on tripods at 160km/h thanks to the

bumper with a shopping trolley?

anyway I can hardly see how 10 more

The devil is dead, long may it burn in
hell.

absent mindedness of the driver. There
was a large scrape down the one fender

So some8mes you need to look to

But all of this got me thinking about car

and a ding in the carbon ﬁbre spli<er

unlikely places to ﬁnd solu8ons.

bumpers.

about the size of the width of a broom
handle. The spli<er cost R 120 000 to

You see the chicken’s saviour, known

replace and the rest of the car,

also as the motorist who ran the fox

including paint and labour, cost a

down,

further R 60 000. Enough said.

would

have

unfortunately

suﬀered some damage to the front end
of their car. And that is just not right.
Bumpers on the overwhelming majority

I personally have never bought a rubber
willy before - and even if I had I would
never tell you - but the science of the
stuﬀ which gives so many people
seemingly endless pleasure can also

But I have the solu8on, and admi<edly I

save us from marauding motorists and

take my inspira8on from an unlikely

save the ends of our cars from berserk

source. Sex toys.

shopping trolley pilots. Foxes however
will s8ll be f***ed. And that’s good.

of cars are made from plas8c, and
Now don’t laugh just yet. Think about
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Have you ever felt targeted for

In short, and in my opinion, the RC 300h is rubbish and Lexus

failure? Sort of like you are being set

should rather take it oﬀ the market than con8nue to sell it.

up to fail even before you begin
something? Well, in my case I have

I did however in the review iden8fy the inescapable fact that I

recently at the hands of Lexus.

am probably 75 years too young to be an ideal Lexus driver. The
issue of whether or not the car is any good for women is s8ll one

I have been invited to every Lexus

I have not yet decided upon. But I will in due course.

launch this year, and have them
oﬀering me their cars for the purpose of tes8ng.

I then went and discussed this issue with Oliver, who is at least
twice my age, and he was of the considered view - bearing in

The problem is this; I am in my mid-twen8es and am female.

mind he has been a motoring journalist for about as long as I

Now whilst I don’t personally regard this as a problem and in fact

have been alive - that Lexus do make decent cars, but they try

quite enjoy being a twenty-something female, when it comes to

too hard to compete with the Germans and are yet to get the

Lexus it has come to pass that I am decidedly and irrefutably the

whole ‘luxury’ bit right enough to truly compete with them. I do

wrong demographic for their products. Yet they persist.

agree with that, and interes8ngly his view diﬀers from mine.

I am not the sort of person who holds grudges, nor do I prac8ce

It must be because he is only 50 years too young to be an ideal

any form of prejudice, so when I get behind the wheel of a Lexus

Lexus driver.

I truly and sincerely give it the best and fairest chance to prove
itself as a good car. Sadly though, for Lexus, I have not driven

And this troubles me because Lexus has made a good car, a very

one yet which sa8sﬁes.

good car in fact. The LFA.

Last month they put me behind the wheel - at its launch - of their

The LFA was a supercar to rival the best of the best (at the 8me)

new ES 300h; a large thing comparable - according to them - to

and was so advanced that new technology had to be invented to

the BMW 5 Series and Mercedes-Benz E-Class. I have driven the

make it work properly… and it did work.

5 and the E and therefore have a reasonable idea of what a large
execu8ve car is supposed to be all about, and the ES just didn’t
work any magic to convince me that it was worthy to sit amongst
the others. And that’s pre<y much what I wrote.
Not long - a couple days in fact - aQer our May magazine was
published did I receive a rather strongly worded e-mail from
Lexus’ head of marke8ng and communica8ons (for the region in
ques8on) telling me that I am bias and deliberately sla8ng their
products. I simply replied by saying, ‘Dear (name), I can assure
you that your suspicions are unfounded and that I gave your

Our revered friend, Jeremy Clarkson of former Top Gear fame
(and now The Grand Tour fame) said that the LFA was the best
car he has ever driven. When Clarkson says something like that
you be<er be paying a<en8on because the man has driven
virtually every car made since the late-80s.
So why can’t Lexus make another LFA? Why can’t they take
some LFA-spirit and infuse it into the RC coupe? To coin a classic
Clarkson phrase, ‘It’s a bit like having the recipe for the perfect
shepherds pie and then making it with dog food’.

product the same opportuni8es to prove itself that I aﬀord every

The RC is slow, the LFA was fast. The RC is heavy, the LFA was

other product I review. Sincerely, Kate’.

light. The RC can’t turn corners, the LFA devoured them. And so

I got a reply telling me that I would not be invited to test any
more of their products.
A week later I got an e-mail from Lexus asking if I would like to
review the RC 300h, which I accepted, and that review is found in
this very magazine.
I don’t want to spoil the review, but would just like to highlight
these key considera8ons. Firstly, according to Lexus, the RC is a
‘sports coupe’. Secondly it has two doors. Thirdly it has an
engine, albeit a hybrid, and an automa8c gearbox. The same,
apart from the hybrid bit could be said of the BMW 840d I also
have reviewed in this very edi8on. So I gave it a fair chance.

the list goes on.
My only concern is this. Lexus, despite their promises, are going
to keep throwing their boring and basically shit products at me
and then blame and accuse me of and for all sorts of things un8l
one day they grow 8red of me and despatch ninjas - they are
Japanese aQer all - to silence me forevermore.
Would they do that? Probably not, hopefully. But all I can say to
Lexus is this. We have someone in Japan. She is Japanese and
even she reckons that your cars are meant for 100-year olds. So
instead of blaming the motoring press for being unfair why not
look back a few years, get LFA-inspired and make a proper car.
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THIS AMERICAN BEAUTY... JUST DID!
I’m so excited that I just can’t hide it.

I kid you not, if I didn’t park in my spot and did so elsewhere I

Oh, spring how I love you so dearly. I

wouldn’t have recognized her and would have thought my

desire spring most out of all the season

juvenile delinquent neighbor, along with his rat pack of friends

in a year because this is the period in

stole my Nike.

8me that causes women to trade in
their 8ght ﬁWng yoga pants for similar

How dare that bastard of whatever it is; you’ll pay for this

like workout short shorts, the weather

pollen, you and your preWes. I quickly go over to Nike and

that makes women pull a ‘LMFAO’ of being “sexy and I know it”

check her out to see how badly the pollen marked its territory

and really wan8ng to show it oﬀ let alone own it, the equinox

on her. “Damn it, I can’t go driving around in this.” It’s worse

that provides all sorts of opportuni8es, the climate that allows

than that 8me my neighbor wrote the words ‘F.B.I. (Female

me the ability to be more in touch with mother nature without

Body Inspector)’ and drew an odd shaped pair of 8ts on his

geWng under-boob sweat or freezing them oﬀ and admi<edly

ma< black Honda hatchback while very drunk - only he

the season of when the craziest and most posi8ve things

accidentally mistook my Nissan for his Honda…

by Nadia Schapire

happen in my life!
While my colleague Oliver is dealing with his own spring 8me

As if that 8me wasn’t bad enough for me. In short, having to
pull a Mya Ghe<o Superstar swag while going to pick up my

of cutesie-tootsies ﬂuﬀy-wuﬀy orangey devil dogs, I mean

friends and drive to a club that’s poppin’ with loads of people

foxes in his neck of the woods, America has their own demonic

at the front wai8ng to get in isn’t exactly a highlight of my

evil to deal with; and this pes8lence of a plague we face is

life.

none other than pollen.

I take a look around and see that this nuisance of an allergen

One and a half months of my war against pollen and I’m not

failed to raise war on my father’s black Equinox. “What the

sure how much longer Nike (my car) and I can hold our fort. I

bloody hell?

really should have paid more a<en8on in my high school

pollen? Why must you be a twat?” And the rampage goes on

chemistry and biology class, but it’s kind of diﬃcult to pay

and on as if pollen can talk back to me. Pollen is the devil I

a<en8on when all of your teachers that you have are smoking

swear and nothing you do will get it oﬀ your car or even

hot females who are not too much older than you and you’re

windshield / windows as a ma<er of fact. Trust me, I know.

like a pubescent teenage boy that can’t control their
hormones. I’m not going to lie I’m s8ll like this even at 29
years old.

For f*** sake are you seriously kidding me

In this war I’ve been scrubbing like I’m Cinder-freaking-ella and
detailing it using protec8ve products as if I’m the Greek god
Narcissist, in the sense of taking forever for the detailing to

In addi8on, you’re dealing with your own inner demons and

look right. In other words, I’ve used anything and everything I

trying to fend them oﬀ of choosing to stay in denial to the idea

could have to try ﬁnd a solu8on to protect my precious baby

that you’re a ﬂaming unicorn rainbow loving lesbian. Had I

from this satanic plague and get it to look like my father’s ray

paid more a<en8on in chemistry and biology class maybe my

of angelic beauty Equinox.

3.57 Deans List GPA at the moment could’ve made a cocktail
concoc8on that defeats this ﬁendish plant. Wait…is it even a
plant? Yup totally should have paid a<en8on in these two
classes and aQer that comment I know it’s diﬃcult for you all
to believe I have the GPA listed above. Oh well this is how you
know I’m human.
Last week, I came out of my home all nice and ready to go out
and meet up with a few close female acquaintances. AQer two
hours of prepara8on in front of a mirror and trying to not look
like the Joker from Batman or overly made-up Barbie, I’m
feeling more conﬁdent than ever before in my life! I walk out
and to my horror I see Nike, my beau8ful gorgeous shiny black
Nike that I just cleaned up yesterday is now an ogre green and
looks like Shrek. My poor Nike had to defend the fort for
herself and by the following aQernoon was barely recognizable.

Everything I’ve tried has not yet worked, and I stopped trying
for a bit to ﬁgure out which products may do the trick because
it’s clearly making me go ‘MC Hammer broke’ and laughing in
my face saying to me, “You can’t touch this!”
This war between pollen and I has driven me mad I tell you, but
I’m not ready to surrender, I will defeat this despicable
whatever it is. So what can get rid of this irritant of a hellion? I
guess I should ask my high school chemistry and biology
teacher, and, if I have science in my college educa8on, I’ll be
sure to pay a<en8on this 8me around. So I guess it’s a good
thing I’m taking on-line courses!
Un8l then the war must go on, hi ho Silver AWAY!
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Or you could call it a donkey, AND In America the same creature is
also called an ass. Now an arse is the cute thing behind a person
found between their back and legs. Or a yummy play-thing if you
are asking me, but its not a donkey and could never be confused for
one.
Petrol or gas? Now this is a weird one because petrol is the actual
name given to the combus8ble substance by the people who, both,
invented and manufacture it. Gas is, well, gas. You know that

PUT YOUR BOOTS IN MY TRUNK
I am Bri8sh and proudly so. In fact I like being Bri8sh and would
not have it any other way. We also invented many things, including
the English language, whish sadly has been taken by others and
adapted and perverted, from its pure form, into local dialects and
none are more guilty of this travesty than the Americans.
This is of course quite odd considering that Americans were, in
essence, Bri8sh se<lers in the ﬁrst place. Just look at the names of
some of their ci8es and this will make sense… New York being a
good example.
As a result of this there are many diﬀerent words used by both
na8ons, respec8vely, to describe and name the same things, and
the motoring industry has not escaped this naming absurdity.
But it is really that absurd?

comes in a gas bo<le and is used for cooking, hea8ng and such.
When compressed gas is liquid, whereas petrol is always liquid.
Well, you may ask the ques8on, now what does any of this have to
do with the world of motoring in general? Fear not for I do have
the answer…
I have lately, for the last few months in fact and on an almost daily
basis conversed with an American - my beau8ful girlfriend - and I
have arrived at an inescapable conclusion about the Americans
when it comes to cars and motoring.
They are passionate car aﬁcionados - petrol-heads if you will - and
they make, albeit mostly for their own consump8on, a vast number
of cars. But very few of them are cars which you would actually
want because the majority aren’t exactly all that nice, or appealing.
When researching for this ar8cle I looked at dozens of American
cars, sold only in America, and with the excep8on of three or four

Take the humble bonnet - the thing that has hinges on one end and

they were all absolute crap. The fact that the best selling car in

a latch on the other which covers the engine. A bonnet is also a

America is Japanese - a Honda - has to tell you something.

type of hat which Li<le Bo Peep would wear. In Englandland we
call it a bonnet and that’s that. Our American cousins on the other
hand call it a hood, which incidentally - whilst not being a hat - is
also a head covering. Coincidence? I think not.
And on the other end of the car is the boot; the thing into which
you put luggage and other items. Or at least in England we do. In
Americaland however they put everything in a trunk.
Now back in the day when cars were new they never had any
storage space, but there was a spot - on the back - where you could
quite literally strap an actual trunk. Guess the name stuck.

And before receiving cri8cism, I am aware that the best selling
‘automobile’ in America is the Ford F-150 pick-up truck, but it is not
a car. A car is a two, or four-door thing with a bonnet and a boot.
A pick-up truck therefore, or SUV for that ma<er, does not qualify.
Now here is a weird one. Saloon or sedan? In the UK a saloon is a
type of car, which is a sedan in the USA. However a saloon in the
USA is a pub here, be it all Wild West and shit. Bloody confusing if
you ask me.
So why the diﬀerent use of words? Well, I can’t really explain that
one, other than perhaps it is a simpliﬁed manner of doing things.

So where the hell does the name boot come from then? I mean we

AQer all every Americanised word which removes the le<er U

all know that a boot is a type of footwear. It was the name of the

(honour, valour, favour, etc.), or subs8tutes an S for a Z (specialised

luggage storage space on a horse carriage… not so weird aQer all.

for example) is pronounced phone8cally, which is always the
simpliﬁed way of doing it.

Cars in essence have two main gearbox conﬁgura8ons; manual and
automa8c. In England we call the thing inside the car which allows

Now I am not saying that Americans are incapable of spelling words

for manual gear changes a ‘gear lever’ but the Americans call it a

correctly, I am just saying that they choose not too.

‘s8ck’. And they also, like us, call a length of round wood a s8ck,
but an actual s8ck and a (gear) s8ck bear no similarity. Wind shield
or wind screen? Well a screen at least implies that you can see
through it, but I am not aware of many shields which oﬀer this
feature.
Ass or arse is another. Now as ass is a four-legged beast of burden
which has long ears and is good at carrying heavy objects.

A bit like how (and remember we are talking about Bri8sh se<lers
here) the Americans who designed their road networks and made
crucial decisions on cars decided to drive on the wrong side of the
road in cars where the steering wheel is also on the wrong side.
Or maybe we are the ones in the wrong… God Save the Queen in
the Land of the Free and Home of the Brave. Or some such.
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Bad

drivers,

encounter

we
them

someone thought, “hmm, I wonder what

So now why the hell have cars, and

will happen if I jump on its back?”

everything surrounding them improved

every single day on

and progressed yet some drivers of these

any road in any city,

Now I am sure there were some failed

or town. We like to

a<empts - riding 8gers perhaps - but

generalise and try to

eventually man ﬁgured out which animals

A couple years ago I wrote a le<er, well

place them into li<le boxes, perhaps to

he could ride and then perfected it. Now

two in fact, to a local Johannesburg

make ourselves feel be<er.

it’s all a plethora of sports enjoyed by

newspaper complaining about how a lot of

millions of people and punters alike.

4x4 / SUV drivers just pre<y much do

Woman drivers.

Old drivers.

Learner

very cars regress?

whatever the hell they want and as a result

drivers - okay this one has merit. Truck

That’s because someone decided that

are pre<y terrible drivers. The story went

drivers. Taxi drivers. Russians. And so it

whilst bouncing up and down on a horse

viral, worldwide and is the stuﬀ of legend…

goes on. But the reality is there is no such

was be<er than walking there had to be a

okay maybe not legend, but it did go viral

thing as a speciﬁc group of drivers which

be<er way… and through a process of trial

worldwide because, as it seems, this is a

drive badly.

and error the automobile - horseless cart if

problem all over the world.

Bad drivers drive badly

because they are just stupid and don’t give

you will - was born.
To drive a car you need a license. To get a

a shit. Its really that simple.

Early cars were not very good and were so

license you need to learn to drive. We all

Since the dawn of 8me man, and indeed

complicated that to drive them oQen

know this.

woman too, has striven to excel in all that

required the use of three legs, or arms, but

he (and please take ’he’ to also mean ’she’

we iden8ﬁed the problem and ﬁxed it.

So how the f*** then, years later aQer

from this point on) has set out to do.

Hence the birth of the modern car.

geWng a license, have people - who should

When he got cold he built a shelter, and

Everybody wanted one, but in order to

when that shelter fell over he learned -

master the dark art of these curious

nay, taught himself - how to build a be<er

machines we had to learn how to drive

Its simple actually. They haven’t. They are

shelter which would work.

them. You don’t stop a car by pulling on

in fact more experienced than when they

the steering wheel aQer all.

did their driving test, but - and this is the

through experience have become be<er

No sooner did we ﬁgure out that we could
draw we wanted to create a wri<en
language,

and

no

sooner

had

that

happened we went and wrote, or drew,
everything down for future genera8ons.

drivers - actually become worse?

point I have been geWng to - they are
And so it went on.
But the very people who were making the

stupid because they simply just don’t give
a shit about people around them.

cars wanted to improve them, and they

And therein lies the solu8on to the

did. It took 8me and cost a lot of money,

problem too.

Now we have hundreds of millions of

but if you look at the Model T Ford and

books in circula8on with more being

compare it to the newest Ford Focus you

Next 8me someone cuts you oﬀ don’t get

published every single day because of our

will note that whilst there are some

angry with them and shout obsceni8es.

thirst for knowledge. Our desire to learn

similari8es there are more things that set

Oh no. Just snap a pic of their car and send

more. Our wish to be<er ourselves.

them apart. Its called progress.

it to me. I will make them famous...

A caveman - prehistoric and all - running
around picking berries and other leafy
treats discovers, perhaps accidentally, that
meaty things taste good too.

Taa-daa,

cooking was invented.

Then we wrote

down recipes to share.

Now there are

almost as many restaurants in the world as
there are restaurant patrons, and pre<y
much every home is equipped with some
sort of cooking device.
We used to walk everywhere, and some
journeys were stupidly long and covered
immense distances, and then one day
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Savannah, USA: Without a doubt

1.81m, which undoubtedly contributes to

this is probably the most ‘regional’

the feeling that you are driving a

car BMW has made.

gargantuan beast. So does looking over

The boot, somewhat unsurprisingly is

your shoulder towards the distant tailgate.

bigger than you will ﬁnd behind the third

Its crazy huge-grilled, gargantuan

contor8onism.

row of seats some seven-seaters, but for

propor8ons are aimed at buyers in

Of course though that sort of is the point

enormously usable space you can drop

America, the Middle East, China and other

of this car. It’s big enough to seat ﬁve in

both rows to uncover 2 121 litres of the

Asian

the

absolute comfort, and even those banished

worlds

enthusiasm with which it was viewed by

to the back will ﬁnd substan8ally more

upholstered load bay.

the motoring media from Dubai, it looks as

space than expected.

markets,

and

judging

by

most

expensive

and

ﬁnely

Fine upholstery there, and everywhere else

if BMW may have hit the target spot-on.
They will however need ﬂexible bodies,

is a pleasingly prominent feature of the X7,

Those buyers are oﬀered a version with a

though, because geWng past the forward

this being the latest of BMW’s luxury

petrol V8 - that we won’t get - ﬁlled with

edge of the wheel arch requires an act of

range whose stable mates include the

promise of desert dune assaul8ng.
European buyers on the other hand, who
will always need to plan their trips in
advance to factor in where to park this
enormous seven-seat monster, can choose
between the 250kW inline 6 xDrive 40i
sampled here, a 143kW xDrive30d or a
216kW M50d.
The X7 shares the recently renewed X5’s
plaVorm, but it’s substan8ally larger
occupying a footprint 5.15m long and 2m
wide less door mirrors. The X5 shares the
same width, but comes in at 4.92m long
and 1.75m high, the taller X7 topping
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7 and 8 Series, all iden8ﬁed under the Bayerische Motoren Werke
spinning propeller badge.
Such is the surface area of seat trim that the choice of material and
trim can have a drama8c eﬀect on the cabin ambience, as can the
op8on of the vast glass roof, which partly opens.
The impact of the X7’s interior will be as nothing compared to the
experience of pilo8ng it down a road if you have never driven a
vehicle of this scale before. You are siWng high and the rear
window is a long way oﬀ, but it’s the X7’s width and the ini8al
sense of bulk that is most in8mida8ng.

Even on American

Interstates the lane-keeping assistance will be kept busy if you
don’t concentrate on keeping it between traﬃc lanes.
That’s not because it’s a wanderer, but simply because it occupies a
sizeable chunk of said lane. This is a car in which lane-keeping
assistance is a real beneﬁt, as is its semi-autonomous ability to
edge ahead in traﬃc jams unprompted, by using the radargoverned cruise control.
Highways are likely to be a primary habitat for X7s, and it’s hard to
imagine anyone ﬂinging one about with BMW sports cars in mind.
Despite this, BMW’s chassis engineers have aimed to deliver a
driver’s car, its X5 roots somewhat coming into play.
The chance of any bold cornering in Florida - this test drive’s ﬁnal
des8na8on - is limited but a quiet traﬃc circle presented a fair bit
of well-controlled and comfortable body roll, less of the same in
sport and more agile than you might expect of from a vehicle the
size of a decent van.
Its air suspension can turn the ride a bit bouncy over deeper dips,
but you can slice through long sweeping curves with a verve that
Starbucks drinking backseat passengers will ﬁnd dis8nctly
unamusing.
The X7 40i is not very quick, which is hardly a surprise given its size
and weight. But it’s lighter on its wheels than you might expect
with 2 320kg to drag about.

An all-out assault on 100km/h

completed in 6.1 seconds. The inline-six is growling smooth at low
to middling revs, and endeavours towards the redline turning it a
li<le tortured-sounding.

The eight-speed gearbox ensures you

rarely stray there, though, unless you paddle or nail the thro<le,
especially as it downshiQs willingly.
When weighted up against the X7 Concept there is some
disappointment, most of all being all the promised glass trim, save
to say the gearlever is made from the stuﬀ, which looks really nice.
The remaining switchgear is exactly what you would expect.
Judged against its distant-markets mission of carrying plenty in
luxury and with lightly glitzy presence, the X7 does its job well.
It’s far from the most elegant or imagina8vely designed BMW and
it’s really too big for many roads (and car parks) but if you need
that much sumptuously-presented space, then shortlist it.
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NEW 911 SPEEDSTER GOES INTO PRODUCTION AS LIMITED EDITION
The 911 Speedster caused a sensa8on when it was presented as a
concept vehicle. Now Porsche is puWng the open-top two seater
into produc8on from mid-2019 at the Porsche plant in
Zuﬀenhausen (Germany).

The 911 Speedster combines the

aspira8on of a puris8c, driver-oriented vehicle with motor sports
technology suitable for everyday use. The 911 R (2016) and 911
GT3 served as a basis for development. A high-revving 510 hp (375
kW) four-litre naturally aspirated boxer engine delivers an emo8ve
sound experience in the cockpit. The six-speed GT transmission is
shiQed manually. Visually, the new Speedster establishes a bridge
to its own history – to the forebear of all Porsche sports cars, the
356 “No. 1” Roadster from 1948. The limita8on to 1,948 units is
reminiscent of this vehicle.
Numerous Speedster elements that characterise the concept vehicle can now be
found in the same or similar design on the series produc8on model. Taking centre
stage is the aesthe8cally shaped conver8ble top compartment lid with its doublebubble streamliners – a quintessen8al feature of this sports car type since the 911
Speedster from 1988. It is the largest and most complex component to date that
Porsche has used in a road model made of a single piece of carbon-ﬁbre reinforced
plas8c. If needed, two trim elements in the double bubbles make room for the rollover protec8on system which is included as a standard feature.
A weight-saving roof structure replaces the basic cover of the concept vehicle.
Despite its puris8c design, the fabric conver8ble top is suitable for everyday use. The
athle8c proﬁle is further enhanced by shortened window frames with lowered cowl
top panels and the smaller side windows. The exci8ngly low ﬂy line already
characterised historic designs such as the Porsche 356 Speedster from 1954.
The conver8ble top is easy to operate: the central locking hook at the windscreen
frame and both the side ﬁns of the fabric roof are released at the push of a bu<on.
The large rear lid made from lightweight carbon ﬁbre is electrically unlocked and
slides back a short distance. It is then posi8oned by hand and makes room for the
fabric roof, which folds into a Z shape behind the front seats. The cover can then be
closed again eﬀortlessly, once the roof has folded into posi8on. The roof is closed in
the same way – only the roof ﬁns on the leQ and right of the streamliners have to be
pressed by hand into their holders.
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BMW 8 SERIES GRAN COUPE: FIRST
OFFICIAL IMAGE REVEALED
BMW will broaden its 8 Series to three bodystyles with a four-door
coupe this year, and the brand has released the ﬁrst oﬃcial image of it.
The side-on proﬁle shot keeps the bo<om sec8on of the car hidden,
but we can see it's grown signiﬁcantly in size to accommodate the
extra doors. The shape is s8ll recognisable from the two-door car,
though.
The new car takes over the market posi8on previously occupied by the
old 6 Series Gran Coupe and is directly aimed at cars such as
the Porsche Panamera and Mercedes-Benz CLS. It shares its engines
and underpinnings with the 8 Series Coupe, but with an extended
wheelbase and raised rooﬂine oﬀering more passenger and luggage
room.
Previous spy images also showed the design is a familiar adapta8on of
the coupe and conver8ble, with the undisguised front end looking
largely iden8cal and a recognisable rear shape. It's not clear yet,
however, whether two or three rear seats will be oﬀered; the coupe is
a strict two-seater in the back.

PORSCHE CAYENNE COUPE MAY GET URUS POWERED GT MODEL
A fresh rumour out of the United States
suggests Porsche is preparing to launch a
GT version of its Cayenne Coupe, which will
apparently

draw

its

urge

from

the

turbocharged V8 engine used by the
Lamborghini Urus.
According to Motor Trend senior features
editor

Jonny

Lieberman,

Porsche’s

motorsports department is already hard at
work on its ﬁrst SUV.
Ci8ng an “unnamed source”, Lieberman
said the Volkswagen Group’s twin-turbo
4,0-litre V8 engine - which in the Urus
generates 478 kW and 850 Nm - will be
dropped into the Cayenne Coupe to create
some sort of GT version.

If the Cayenne Coupe GT does indeed see

With that sort of grunt, the GT model

the light of day (perhaps even wearing the

would usurp the Cayenne Turbo Coupe

GT5 badge the ﬁrm trademarked back in

(which oﬀers 404 kW and 770 Nm) and

2015), expect it to shed some weight and

likely even the upcoming Turbo S E-Hybrid

beneﬁt from a handful of suspension

model.

tweaks, plus a slightly more aggressive
exterior design.

Source: Motor Trend
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‘THE ITALIAN JOB’ MUIRA FOUND AFTER 50 YEARS

Lamborghini says it has rediscovered and cer8ﬁed the original

Back in the 1960s, Paramount Pictures approached Lamborghini for

Miura P400 used in The Italian Job some ﬁQy years aQer the release

a car to use for the ﬁlming. The ﬁrm decided on an orange Miura,

of the ﬁlm.

which was already heavily damaged and therefore perfect for the
crash scene. Lamborghini also provided a second car of the same

Polo Storico, the Italian ﬁrm’s division dealing with the restora8on

colour. It was Enzo Moruzzi who took the car to the set.

of older Lamborghini models, cer8ﬁed the Miura P400 as chassis
#3586, the original car used in the Paramount Pictures ﬁlm (more
famous for its trio of Mini models) of 1969.
Lamborghini claims the orange Miura P400 was the “most pursued
Miura in recent decades”.
It appeared at the start of the ﬁlm, driven by the actor Rossano
Brazzi on the Great St. Bernard Pass. While the car is destroyed in
the movie, in reality, Paramount depicted an iden8cal crashed
Miura. Once it was established the car used in ﬁlming was not the
one destroyed in the on-screen accident, a hunt began to ﬁnd the
opening-scene Miura.
Over the following ﬁve decades, Lamborghini says enthusiasts and

“There was a Miura P400 almost ready on the produc8on line, in

collectors from around the world searched and amassed numerous

the right colour, leQ-hand drive and with white leather interior. It

and some8mes conﬂic8ng clues.

was aesthe8cally iden8cal to the damaged one and we decided to
use it for the ﬁlm. The only thing worrying us was the elegant white

The current owner of this model, The Kaiser Collec8on of Vaduz

leather seats, given that car had to get back to Sant’Agata in perfect

(Liechtenstein), consulted Lamborghini Polo Storico in an a<empt

condi8on,” said Moruzzi.

to give a chassis number to the Miura driven by Brazzi.
“So, I asked for them to be taken out, replacing them with a set of
The vehicle was sent to Lamborghini’s specialist historic

black leather seats that we used for tes8ng. The giveaway was the

department at its Sant’Agata Bolognese headquarters, where Polo

headrests, which on the Miura are a<ached to the dividing glass

Storico’s reconstruc8on started from documenta8on in the

between the driver compartment and the engine compartment,

company archives and from examining the car.

which couldn’t be replaced in 8me. In the ﬁlm, you can see the
original white headrests.”

The results, says Lamborghini, were then supplemented with
tes8monies from enthusiasts and former employees, such as Enzo

Once ﬁlming was over, the Miura was prepared for delivery to its

Moruzzi, who delivered the car to the set and drove it in all the

ﬁrst owner, an Italian from Rome. AQer almost 50 years, and having

shots as a stunt double.

passed through the hands of diﬀerent enthusiasts, both Italian and
interna8onal, the P400 was bought in 2018 by the current

Polo Storico thus found the missing evidence and cer8ﬁed that the
Miura P400, chassis #3586, was exactly the one used to shoot The
Italian Job.

Liechtenstein collector, Fritz Kaiser.
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The ‘Helicron’ submi<ed by Jessica (UK) February 2019

It’s that 8me of the month again; the 8me to explore the weirder
side of motoring.
And have we got weird for you...
Our ﬁrst entrant is a car covered en8rely by old ﬂoppy-discs. A good
use for obsolete technology perhaps, but you have to ques8on the mind
of the person who conceived this idea.
The car, a brand I cannot recognise, is certainly unique and would stand
out pre<y much anywhere.
Special thanks to Lawrence from Oklahoma, USA for this very strange
oﬀering.

Unless of course your car is covered in grass, that is.
It looks like one of those Daewoo Ma8z / Chery QQ3 type micromiseries, which are admi<edly pre<y ghastly cars in the ﬁrst place, so in
essence what has happened here - however weird it may be - is an
improvement.
The grass thankfully is fake, otherwise cuWng it could result in many
phone calls to your insurance company to report damage.
TEZA 1 is its name, and we shall just leave it at that.
Thanks to Craig from New Orleans, USA for sending this in.

SEND YOUR STRANGE MOTORING RELATED PHOTOS TO editoratnakedmotoring.co.za WITH A BRIEF INTRODUCTION
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Now there are people who like a bit of mystery and spookiness
in their lives. Witches, for one, come to mind. Poli8cians
another.
However the owner of this whatever you want to call it car has
taken this to the next level and created a Gothic temple out of
sheet metal. I can’t even begin to imagine what the donor car
was for this unusual project, however what it does look a bit
like is the Dodge Prowler (it is Dodge?? - I forget). Except with
hell hounds for headlights.
I wonder if those headlights are red?? Now that would be cool.
Sent in by Faye from Liverpool, UK

Ever wondered what to do with your old camera? Well here is
one slightly unusual alterna8ve - cover a van with them.
And that is exactly what someone did. He, or she, literally took
hundreds of old cameras and glued / bolted them to an old ‘ATeam’ style van. And the design in itself was to, like a camera
mosaic, look like a bigger camera.
Crea8ve? Deﬁnitely. Unusual? Absolutely. Clever? Well… lets
just say I would like to see how they wash the van.
Submi<ed by Robert, Nebraska, USA

I am of Austrian descent and I know that my people like wood.
They pre<y much cover every possible surface with it when
building things. Just go look inside an Austrian house and you
will know what I am talking about.
Wood everywhere, except on their cars.
Admi<edly this wooden car is not Austrian, but in fact
American, oddly, but nevertheless I suspect Austrian ancestry
played a part somewhere.
It is well done, but must weigh a ton - literally, or even two.
Sent in by Megan from Santa Fe, USA

Who doesn’t like going to the zoo? Of course we all do, and
many of us have fond childhood memories of this… but what if
you want to take those memories with you? Or share them?
Well some bright spark ﬁgured the best way to do both would
be to s8ck li<le toy animals all over his car and then wrap it in
leopard print. I don’t even know what more to say on the
subject.
It is just bizarre.
Submi<ed by Kenny from Sydney, Australia.
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Gloucestershire, England:

Now most people like

sports cars, but wouldn’t really want to own one
because - and lets be honest here - they aren’t exactly
the most prac8cal things on earth… however here is
the semi-spor8ng version of the impressive new Ford
Focus, with decent rather than blistering performance from its 1.5
litre petrol turbo three-pot and lovely six-speed manual gearbox,
but without a set of spring and damper rates that remind you (by
constantly kicking you up the arse) of their near-race pretensions
with every kilometer travelled.
In short, this is the sporty car for the family man (or woman), the
high-mileage driver, the dog-owning pet lover and the city slicker basically anyone who needs a decent value from a ﬁve-door
hatchback, but really wants to enjoy driving it.
For the base model you get an aﬀordable yet sophis8cated drive
for a lowish price, though our test car’s well-chosen op8on set of
keyless system, wireless charging pad, adap8ve front ligh8ng
system, head-up display, convenience pack and upgraded sound
system managed eﬀortlessly to raise the price by 10%, give or
take.
The new Focus has already been well reviewed in other forms, and
if anything this one enhances its capability.

The new three-

cylinder engine doesn’t give the car massive performance - what
with a 8.3 second to 100km/h 8me - but is decently brisk rather
than truly fast, though the 220km/h top speed is quicker than any
one of us will need. But it delivers it all so smoothly, with such a
sophis8cated sound and willing response that you can’t help liking
it a lot.
The power output of 135kW at 6 000 r/min and torque peak of
240Nm at 1 600 r/min are both respectable without pulling up any
trees, or a<rac8ng the undue a<en8on of insurance companies.
The power-band is wide; I did see some cri8cism of the fact that it
doesn’t truly get into its accelera8on stride un8l the early 2000s,
but it’s smooth and ﬂexible well below that.
This car’s eﬀortless progress is helped by an smooth opera8ng and
good-looking gearlever that oﬀers a well-deﬁned gate and
sa8sfying movements between slots.

It has taken Ford years

longer than most rivals to truly get this right, but now it’s good.
The top two gears of the six-ra8o array are high (top is geared for
something like 256km/h against the 6 750 r/min redline) but that
makes for long-legged cruising while s8ll leaving a decent top-gear
accelera8on capability on the open road. Drive it nicely and you
will get close to the oﬃcial combined fuel consump8on of 5.5
l/100km.
The electric power steering is direct and fairly ﬁrm, which helps
give the car a reliable feeling of direc8onal surefootedness, only
made be<er by the ideal way the eﬀort builds up away from the
straight-ahead, a characteris8c Ford feeling that smacks of
painstaking development and plenty of prior experience.
This ST-Line model gets Ford’s improved fully independent rear
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suspension system (lesser models have a cheaper torsion beam
system, also eﬀec8ve but not quite such a good ally of the
steering in aggressive driving). The ride is ﬁrm and controls the
body well, but you are never bothered by its crashing into ruts,
as happens with the spor8est, ﬁrmer Ford hot hatches.
Interior space? Well, the Focus is a family car these days - and
this one has a generous overall length for the class and weighs a
meaty 1 370kg - so it’s decent without being amazing. Enough
room for four adults with ﬁve a squeeze. The semi-spor8ng
front bucket seats (deep cushions, well-bolstered backrests)
adjust to nearly any occupant’s dimensions. And while the dash
design isn’t exactly spectacular (in this era of sophis8cated
digital displays), its control layout is 8dier and more prac8cal
than the previous model’s, as well as being more user-friendly.
It’s hard to think of a be<er op8on in this slightly-fast class. Our
recent tests have shown the new Focus to be right at the top of
the class in other guises, and this one has a cheerful and quickresponding character that rivals ﬁnd hard to match.
Ford has already been at the top for ride and handling for three
Focus genera8ons, and isn’t about to lose that reputa8on at a
8me like this.
The company’s conﬁdence and knowledge s8ll shine through.
Also, rivals are fairly hard to ﬁnd. Most are pricier and more
powerful than this semi-spor8ng choice. The Opel Astra 1.6i
Turbo is one, though, and BMW’s slightly pricier but similarly
powered 120i is another. But the Ford is a terriﬁc car, a safe
op8on and, dynamically speaking at least, it leads the market.
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Lansing, Michigan, USA: The very concept of the ‘world car’

parameters.

- once the holy grail of the motor industry - seems to be
Manufacturers no longer seem obsessed by

Like the i30N the

oﬀseWng the huge cost of developing new models by selling

Veloster N produces a

them in as many diﬀerent countries as possible. Either that,

fair amount of torque steer - it never feels unruly, but there’s no

or we didn’t ask nicely enough, because we are told there are no

doub8ng how much work the front tyres and suspension have to

plans to bring the Hyundai Veloster N to Europe or Africa.

put in to deliver the boosted motor’s output over rougher surfaces.

As its name suggests the top-of-the-range version of Hyundai’s

It’s hard to understand Hyundai’s decision not to bring the Veloster

rather unusual three-door coupe is closely related to the i30N,

N here, or indeed the ra8onale behind denying the i30N to the US.

sharing the same 2 litre turbocharged four-cylinder engine and

Both cars seem diﬀerent enough not to tread on each other’s toes,

ambi8on to disrupt the established order through the combina8on

and indeed both were developed together with the heavy

of decent performance and compe88ve pricing. In the US the

involvement of Hyundai’s Nürburgring tes8ng facility.

wil8ng.

standard 184kW version is only a couple of hundred dollars more
than the less powerful VW Golf GTI. The upgraded Performance
version, which I drove, adds a power boost to 202kW, a limited slip
diﬀeren8al, bigger brakes and upgraded tyres, yet s8ll slips under
the $30 000 mark.
In equal quan88es the Veloster N is amusing and raw, and like the
i30N the Veloster N has been created to priori8se thrills over
reﬁnement, feeling markedly more primal than lesser versions.
There’s more than a hint of old-fashioned turbo lag, a couple
seconds of wai8ng as the engine ﬁlls its lungs when asked to pull
hard at short no8ce. Once on boost though it pulls convincingly,
enthusiasm barely diminishing as the 6 750 r/min redline gets close,
and with a hard-edged exhaust that sounds genuinely good rather
than just loud. The switchable ‘N’ mode adds some pops and bangs
on a liQed thro<le, while also sharpening up various other dynamic

Although the Veloster N’s appeal would likely be more limited than
the i30N, it s8ll oﬀers an appealing if less prac8cal package. It’s a
fun, honest and quirky car that oﬀers American buyers plenty of
bang for their bucks; it’s just a shame we can’t buy those thrills for
Pounds, or Rands, as well.
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Fresno, California, USA: It seems the Japanese have come

1 600 - 4 800

up with something new - however bizarre - because the cubic

r/min. In the

capacity of the Inﬁni8 QX50’s engine driQs between 1 970cc

QX50’s

and 1 997cc. It’s the ﬁrst mass-produced car in the world to

it has a not too

feature this strangeness, and that’s because it has the

insigniﬁcant 1 753kg to propel, but it certainly feels brisk on the

case,

world’s ﬁrst mass-produc8on variable compression ra8o engine.

road. And, as the revs rise, increasingly unusual too.

The compression ra8o, for those of you who don’t know, is the

The VC-T motor for all of its oddity is certainly smooth, although

mul8ple of units of atmospheric pressure pumped by the pistons,

this advantage tends to be overshadowed by its slightly rough

and the new-found ability to alter this ra8o provides another

sound at low revs, this growing to a light whine un8l you hit 4 000

means of ﬁne-tuning mixture for an op8mal, eﬃciency-enhancing

r/min, when a keen thro<le produces a noise like an old-school

fuel burn. In fact, Inﬁni8 claims that its approximately 2 litre

twin-cam four-pot whacking out its best eﬀort. It sounds slightly

Variable Compression-Turbo (VC-T) engine combines the power of

ar8ﬁcial, which it sadly is, in fact - noise-genera8ng and cancelling

the V6 that it replaces, and the fuel consump8on of a similarly

technologies adding to the mix.

sized V6 diesel.
The Inﬁni8 carves through bends pre<y eﬀec8vely - its on-demand
It certainly does have some grunt. Peak power is 197kW, and

all-wheel drive adding stability as well as suppressing momentary

maximum torque is 380Nm which is consistently available between

torque-steer squirms - but this is no sports SUV despite the
some8mes racy sounds emerging ahead of you. The cabin in any
case suggests otherwise, what with the leather and maplewood
decor provided by the range-topping Essen8al version.
Pleasingly soQ quilted hide, a ﬁnely trimmed facia and that classy
open-pore wood add to the upmarket ambience, as does a suedeeﬀect headlining.
It is a very clever car, and I really believe it will sell well in the US,
but less so in Europe. It competes with the likes of the BMW X3,
which is a problem because it just isn’t quite as polished. Anybody
want a posh Nissan? Thought not… Pity, then.
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Detroit, Michigan, USA: This is irrefutable proof that the

soundtrack,

more tradi8onal elements within the motor industry s8ll

the 3 delivers

have some serious catching up to do if they want their new

its

EVs to be able to match Tesla. And that is a hell of a thing

moving

because Tesla is smaller than them all.

forces without drama or apparent eﬀort. The chassis can easily

organ
G-

handle full-thro<le starts without any drama, and with no more
The Performance is the ul8mate version of the Model 3, for now at

noise than the whine of the electric motors.

least, based on the exis8ng Dual Motor model and sharing the
same 500km ba<ery pack. The signiﬁcant diﬀerence is a much

Full blast starts are huge fun - it is impossible to experience one for

punchier rear motor, which increases the total system output to an

the ﬁrst 8me without swearing a li<le - but they are far from the

Audi RS5 matching 331kW. Tesla claims that is good enough for a

Model 3 Performance’s only trick. As we discovered when we

3.3 second 0-100km/h 8me, making it very nearly as quick as the

drove the regular car for the ﬁrst 8me last year, the quality of

Audi R8 V10 Performance, which as we all know is a supercar.

engineering in the 3’s powertrain and chassis runs much deeper
than the brand’s cri8cs would have you believe. The Performance

My test car was also ﬁ<ed with the $5 000 Performance Upgrade

is as impressive being driven gently as it is giving it all.

pack, which brought 20 inch wheels, Michelin Pilot Sport 4 tyres,
lowered suspension and a higher top speed - 250km/h as opposed

Any rival wan8ng to beat the Model 3 is going to have to be very

to 230km/h for the standard Performance.

good indeed.

Good news though for our American readers; since my drive, Tesla
has announced that it will include the Performance Upgrade pack
as standard in the US without charging any extra, meaning the
Model 3 Performance now costs $65 200.
In one word I would describe the car as startling. I drove the Model
3 Performance not that long aQer experiencing the Dodge
Challenger SRT Hellcat Redeye Widebody for the ﬁrst 8me and can
honestly report that the accelera8on of the Tesla is only frac8onally
less impressive than that of a supercharged 800-horsepower
(600kW) muscle car. But while the Dodge does its thing to a furious
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Lulea, Sweden: How I miss sunny South Africa… here I ﬁnd

suspended by

myself in a place in Sweden I - and probably most of you too -

double

have never heard of before driving the new Volvo V60 Cross

wishbones

Country. It’s a car Volvo are quite proud of too as they rather

coil springs at

boldly claim that, ‘the V60 Cross Country is the best-looking

the front and

&

car Volvo currently makes’. Well, in fact, I reckon it could just be

an integral link arrangement with transverse composite leaf springs

the best-looking estate / sta8on wagon car currently on the

at the rear.

market. Period!
However, its ride height is raised by 60mm, its suspension has been
Previously, I would have bestowed that accolade upon the regular

set with a more relaxed, comfortable style of driving in mind, it

V60; but the arrival of this beefed-up version of Sweden’s answer

comes with all-wheel drive as standard, and it has been given some

to the likes of the Mercedes C-Class and BMW 3 Series estates cuts

rough and tough protec8ve black cladding. Oﬀ-roading types will

an impeccably ﬁne shape indeed.

be pleased.

Much of what makes this V60 Cross Country what it is will already

It’s powered by a range of 2 litre four-cylinder engines. In most

be familiar. Being a large Volvo, it’s built on the same Scalable

markets - at least ini8ally - the V60 Cross Country will be available

Product Architecture (SPA) as all the other large Volvos

with Volvo’s D4 diesel engine as the sole oﬀering. The car you see

(XC90, XC60, V90, S90 et al).

here however is ever so slightly diﬀerent in that it packs a T5 petrol

Its largely steel monocoque is

engine under the bonnet - an engine that is yet to be conﬁrmed for
other markets but looks set to arrive later in 2019.
The car is really prac8cal. It’s not short on boot space (529 litres)
and its large aperture and low, lip-less ﬂoor make loading heavy kit
in and out an easy task. There’s abundant leg and head room in
the second row, even with an op8onal panoramic sunroof.
We are yet to drive the V60 Cross Country outside of Sweden, so a
deﬁni8ve verdict will have to wait. But based on how well it
performed on frozen roads at -27deg C, I can’t see it falling apart
when we do.
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Moro Bay, California, USA: Toyota’s eﬀorts to add ‘interest’

interior

to the styling of its cars takes another step forward with the

the end result

all-new,

is

ﬁQh-genera8on

RAV4

SUV,

which,

however

a

and
vast

subjec8vely, is certainly more dis8nc8ve than its bland

improvement

predecessor. Some of the polygon-inspired sculp8ng about

on past RAV4s.

this latest RAV4’s ﬂanks might look unusual, but the overall eﬀect is
of a more dynamic and individual machine. Or so they say.

The drivetrain is more interes8ng, too, if you opt for the 2.5 litre
hybrid.

Its lighter, more compact fourth-genera8on hybrid

But the overhaul is about a lot more than styling. This new RAV4

driveline providing all-wheel drive via a motor/generator on the

uses Toyota’s highly versa8le Toyota New Global Architecture

rear axle. It allows up to 80% of the torque to go to the rear

(TNGA), which is 57% s8ﬀer in this applica8on, lowers the car’s

wheels.

centre of gravity and provides the beneﬁt of double-wishbone rear
suspension, improved steering feel, op8mised weight distribu8on

In this form, the RAV4 promises to be a usefully more capable oﬀ-

and a plethora of safety features. In spite of the lower centre of

roader. It’s also more able on the road. Crisper steering, more

gravity, ground clearance increases by 15mm, and the overhangs

eager turn-in and plenty of bite make this RAV4 feel quite car-like

have been shaved by extending the wheelbase within a slightly

through twists, aided by eﬀec8ve body-roll containment. It’s hardly

shorter length.

a riot and not exactly what you would call pre<y, but it’s assured
enough to be enjoyable.

Visibility has been improved, too, by thinning the A-pillars, lowering
the mid-line, enlarging the side windows, reposi8oning the door
mirrors and op8onally oﬀering a camera rear-view mirror that
virtually removes the headrest and pillar structures obscuring your
view.
The eﬀect of all this is to create a vastly more spacious cabin, and
one of subtly and sa8sfyingly improved tac8le quality. There’s
more soQer trim, interes8ng upholstery that actually features some
colour (unusual for Toyota), a rubber ﬁnish to the door grab
handles and climate controls and a leather-capped gearknob. It’s
not quite a luxury car, but this is a more interes8ng, well-made
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Malaga, Spain: What you are looking at is quite literally

inch Y-spoke wheels. Only diﬀerence is that the diesel comes with

the tooth from a hen. Well, amongst coupe hen’s that is.

run-ﬂat tyres as standard, although you don’t have to take those if

One of the ﬁrst things you will discover about the new

you don’t want to.

BMW 840d xDrive Coupe, once you start looking for decent
diesel coupe rivals in its substan8al price category, is that

Inside, there’s the same progressive but instantly recognisable
BMW layout, with plenty of really neat piano black and metallic

there aren’t any. It is literally the only one.

ﬁnishes. The dash now features a new, even more conﬁgurable
We all know that there are one or two sleek four-doors in the price

iDrive 7.0 system, and there are screens ahead of the driver to

range, such as the Porsche Panamera. And the most powerful Audi

carry the major instruments as well as a massive one above the

A7 TDI Sportback packs nearly as much diesel grunt at a lower

centre console. There’s a head-up display, too, if you would rather

price.

keep your eyes ﬁxed on the road ahead.

But there are no honest-to-God two-door coupe rivals.

Especially not with this car’s neat mix of luxury and spor8ness, too.
All of which makes the 840d either a welcome rarity or an

Thankfully the 840d’s which will come to the UK will come, as

irrelevance, depending on your aWtude to buying a new diesel car

standard, with most of the extensive driver aids and trac8on-

as we look down the barrel of the 2020s. Me, personally, I am in

keeping devices oﬀered by its pricier V8 sibling, star8ng with the

love with it.

xDrive smart 4WD system and integral ac8ve steering, which
quickens and lightens steering in slow, 8ght corners.

The obvious headline in this new two-car line-up is the 390kW twinturbo V8 M850i, which we drove two months ago, that oﬀers
accelera8on in the supercar class but can’t cruise nearly as far on a
tankful and has a signiﬁcantly higher star8ng price.

The V8’s

performance margin is something only a few owners will ever use,
given that the calmer 3 litre, 235kW 840d can s8ll lay down a 4.9
second 0-100km/h 8me, and matches the M850i’s governed
250km/h top speed.
Externally the cars are virtually indis8nguishable from the other,
with very few able to tell them apart at a casual glance. All the UKbound cars, for example, get M-level front spoilers, side skirts and
rear spoilers, and the diesel has iden8cal-looking exhausts and 20
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All of this makes a brilliantly

In a really good way there’s

impressive package for the long-

something pleasantly old-school

distance driver, which is how you

about how the 840d manages the

will soon view yourself (even for a

road. All of this that comes from a

trip to the shops) in this 840d,

ﬁrm but somehow uncomplicated

thanks to superb seats set low in

ride, provided by coil springs (not

the car, and a relaxed, long-legged

the

powertrain that trades on torque

springs in such cars) and because

in the Comfort driving mode you

the standard model doesn’t have

will be inclined to use most, rather

the adap8ve damping and ac8ve

than Sport or Eco-Pro.

an8-roll

increasingly

setup

common

of

more

air

fully

equipped V8s, either.
The car is insanely comfortable
and

immensely

stylish

and

You would doubtless no8ce a

commands a certain presence on

deﬁcit were you to drive one of

the road.

these against more elaborately
suspended models, but when you

When driven in Sport mode the car

are on your own, the car feels

is kept revving at its torque peak

extremely complete and capable.

and gives you instant access to
gearbox’s

kick-down

with

When star8ng oﬀ you are ﬁrst

resultant very strong accelera8on -

aware of an engine drone that

but when you’re simply driving

comes from BMW’s eﬀorts to

briskly,

it

revs

a

-

too

make this smooth and free-revving

no8ceably to be sa8sfying. I found

li<le

diesel six sound sporty, but se<le

it be<er to s8ck with Comfort and

into driving normally and you will

downshiQ with the paddles when

soon see that the note only

you have to, saving your use of

appears when you want it to. And

Sport for serious driving on serious

sounds rather good when you get

roads.

going a bit more.

Which the 840d can do

with relish, deploying with huge
reserves of stability and grip. This,

Truth is, you soon stop watching

despite its oily fuel, is a true sports

this car’s individual characteris8cs

coupe, and it’s always willing to

to enjoy the way it ﬂows down the

prove it.

road.

… as designs go the new 8-Series is superbly beauful, and hands-down this must be the sporest looking producon diesel car in the world...
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If you are looking for a big GT car, with

feel truly nimble. But there’s the relaxed

rakish looks yet decent access and a

ride, the consummate luxury of the

sensible boot, you will ﬁnd it hard to

spacious cabin to compensate.

be<er this.

Especially one with a 8

l/100km diesel engine that will let you

Then there’s the special experience of

cruise the best part of 1000km on a tank.

siWng well back in the car, behind a long
nose and ahead of a short boot. Best of

At 4.8 metres long, the 840d takes up as

all, it looks like decent value. And as The

much road as a big sedan, so it will never

Highlander said, “there can be only one.”

… over the years BMW have spent a considerable amount of me and eﬀort ge(ng their interior ergonomics just right, and the 840d is perfect in every way...
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… the interior is an incredible place to be, and a place where you can stay at 200km/h for hour aAer hour. It reﬁned in ways never before imagined...
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Larry’s Life Retro Gaming Console with 268 Games (Blue)
Larry’s High Deﬁni8on Retro Gaming Console with colour is the epitome of not ﬁxing what
isn’t broken. Da8ng back as early as the 1980s, this classic arcade style console has been a
staple in many childhoods with vintage games such as Tetris and Pacman leading the way.
Now you can wind back the hands of 8me in style with this modern take on classic gaming
consoles that is both lightweight, portable and fun for all ages. Whether you’re on the road,
taking a study break or on a coﬀee break, this consoles 268 games will entertain you come
2080. Makes for the perfect giQ for any collector, child or gaming enthusiast.

R249
ALL AVAILABLE FROM www.thegadgetshop.co.za

JBL Free X True Wireless In-ear Earphones (Black)
The JBL Free X true WIreless Earphones embody JBL’s signature sound in an IPX5
waterproof package that is both ergonomically designed for a secure ﬁt and
immersive experience. Featuring a smart charging case that protects and charges
these earphones, you can get over 20 hours of playback 8me so you can get your
day started the right way. Discover the freedom of a wireless lifestyle that aﬀords
you the luxury of a hands-free experience and complete music control that suits an
ac8ve and leisurely lifestyle.

R2 299
Lewis Hamilton: My Story
Available from amazon.com
A5 Rocketbook Everlast Smart Notebook (Black)
The Everlast notebook range eﬀortlessly blends the tradi8onal experience of pen and
paper with modern technology. Essen8ally being an environmentally-friendly
alterna8ve to conven8onal penmanship, this reusable tool, when using any pen from
the Pilot Frixion line, can erase content with a mere drop of water. Now you can share,
print, archive and scan your drawings, business notes, poems and other inspira8ons
with connec8vity to all major cloud services. It’s no Everest, but the Everlast range truly
is the summit in new-age wri8ng solu8ons.

R619

Roli Seaboard Block Music Keyboard (Black)
The Seaboard is an extremely powerful keyboard that
acts as a medium to seamlessly express your crea8vity
to your ins8ncts core. Create beau8ful music with the
Seaboards soQ, pressure-responsive surface that uses 5D
technology over a 24 key wave, two-octave surface.
Create searing solos, cinema8c soundscapes all with your
ﬁnger8ps. With a huge library of sounds at your
disposable, you'll be able to create via desktop or mobile
through its included soQware. Its versa8lity can be seen
through its playability on-stage or in-studio. Expand your
library of sounds and instruments with the Seaboard that
will add new heights and dimensions to your workﬂow
and process.

R5 699

ALL PRODUCTS ARE
AVAILABLE FROM
www.thegadgetshop.co.za

7W LED Mul+ func+onal Rechargeable Emergency Bulb (White/E27)
This CE and RoHS approved emergency lightbulb is a reliable and ﬂexible ligh8ng solu8on
that sports a wide array of applica8ons. Being rechargeable, this emergency light can be
used as a torch when extended, camp light when outdoors or as a lightbulb when
screwed into an E27 compa8ble lightbulb port. With a built-in Li-ion ba<ery, this
rechargeable lightbulb is up to 90% more eﬃcient than conven8onal lightbulbs, making
this lightbulb an environmentally-friendly op8on for power outages as well.

R369

Divoom Macchiato Bluetooth Speaker (Black)
Aptly named aQer the specialty coﬀee blend, the Divoom Macchiato is
rich and ﬁnely roasted from only the ﬁnest of technological
ingredients. Featuring DSP technology, this professionally craQed
Bluetooth speaker might sport the appeal of an an8que collec8ble, but
it radiates precise and explosive sound. Compact, lightweight and
portable, the Divoom Macchiato doubles as a palm-sized FM radio ripe
for the enjoyment. Under the hood, you can expect 6W audio power
that delivers sonics through dual passive radiators for 8 hours of
play8me. Enjoy double the sound with its ability to be connected to
another Macchiato for double the ﬂavour or simply take it with you
wherever you go and enjoy its 3 audio modes.

R1 799
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In the ever changing world where one product replaces another with alarming frequency we
oQen forget just how good some of the older adver8sing was. So in the interests of
preserving the stuﬀ that used to make us smile we will every month feature an old advert, or
two which of course will be motoring themed.
Enough said, now on with the fun stuﬀ.

DISCLAIMER: As a point of seWng the record straight before we have to actually do so, we must point out that the adverts featured are OLD and therefore the products depicted therein
are NOT available for sale, and similarly the content whether expressly stated or implied may not be an accurate statement regarding the brand in current 8mes. And that those adverts
shown are NOT provided by the companies concerned for the purpose of adver8sing. All such are published with bona ﬁdes and with the reasonable assump8on that all adver8sing material
is genuine. We cannot be held liable for any misrepresenta8ons as we did not design or create the adverts ourselves… sort of obvious though, isn’t it...
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North Wales, UK: In the normal world of
motoring journalism the period for which
we are handed any par8cular car - of
normal, every day makes and models - is a
week. Seven days in which to drive and
evaluate the car for what it is.
However in the case of exo8cs this period us
usually much shorter and certain reasonable
limita8ons are imposed, like that of mileage. And
understandably so because generally speaking
exo8c car makers don’t have press cars, or even
demo cars for that ma<er.
Today though things have departed from the
norm and are very diﬀerent. I have been given a
Ferrari 488 Pista for two weeks - 14 days - and in
that 8me I can pre<y much do whatever I want,
and drive wherever I want, without any
limita8ons whatsoever. This is a ﬁrst for me;
perhaps even an industry ﬁrst, too?
Last year (September 2018 issue) Jennifer drove
the Pista and loved every bit of it, so now it was
my turn.
WEEK ONE
I arrive to collect the Pista and am reminded by
the agents that it is a sensa8onally good midengined Ferrari, and one that is far more
approachable than the big, scary numbers on the
spec-sheet might suggest. They talk me through
the controls, make a cursory note of the mileage reminding me that it is just procedure and that
there is no limit requiring observa8on - and wave
me goodbye for two weeks.
The car is a beau8ful example in red, of course,
with the perfunctory bonnet-to-over-roof stripes.
It is really a beau8ful thing to behold.
Now this is a car which is only a frac8on slower
than the vastly more powerful LaFerrari around
Fiorano, or in a straight line, and really works in
those incredibly 8ght environments be<er suited
to the likes of the Ford Focus RS, Lotus Elise et al.
As a quick reminder, this is the successor to the
458 Speciale, 430 Scuderia and 360 Challenge
Stradale. It has one hell of a bloodline, because
each of those cars has been excep8onally good to
drive, listen to and generally be around not only
when they were launched but s8ll to this very
day.
Once in the car the ﬁrst thing I do no8ce is that
the interior is basically that of the 458 Speciale,
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and admi<edly whilst being nice is also

modern electronic systems have brought

becoming dated, and there are way too

us to this point but have not necessarily

many diﬀerent materials in play in a car

come into play with this car to the same

which is supposed to be all about ‘simple’.

extent as the GTB. Some8mes brute force
works be<er than science.

Like the Speciale, the Pista drives its rear
wheels through a seven-speed Getrag dual

And on the small ma<er of spec: we are

-clutch

gearbox

and

latest

talking about an Italian supercar here, so

Along with some

naturally it’s possible to go into the

savant-like brake-interven8on tuning, the

stratosphere with op8ons. There are too

electronic diﬀeren8al.

Ferrari’s

la<er helps Ferrari’s Slip Angle Control

many to list, but for a taste, on-board

soQware assist you, the driver, balance

telemetry,

yaw angles of up to 30 degrees. At the

gorgeous one-piece carbon seats, a roll-

same 8me, 0 to 200km/h is claimed to take

bar, black ceramic exhaust pipes, and

only 7.6 seconds. The point is that Ferrari

Apple CarPlay a ludicrous price. The icing

wants this car to be fun as well as fast.

on the cake is the £8 600 two-tone racing

four-point

harnesses,

the

stripe, which many will understandably
But it is serious, too. It’s easily possible -

have to have, however poor value it may

as with this one - to spec a Pista to be

be.

90kg lighter than the 488 GTB on which it’s
based. The rear screen is plas8c not glass,

I suppose then that we should also talk

there’s far less sound deadening, the

about the £14 200 carbon ﬁbre rims. More

exhaust manifold is made of Inconel and

owners will op8on them than not, and

much of the bodywork is now carbon ﬁbre

wisely so, because further reducing any

rather than aluminium.

unsprung mass only enlivens the Pista’s
sublime responsiveness.

Long story short, the car’s power-to-weight
ra8o about matches that of a BugaW

So now that the car has been introduced,

Veyron, so perhaps Ferrari’s mastery of

what is it like to drive.

… the interior is relavely bare of non-essenal items, but those would ruin it anyway...
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Absolutely brilliant, would be the greatest understatement ever
u<ered.
You would expect such a purpose built car to drive in the exact
manner for which it was built, yet the Pista somehow - perhaps
even using witchcraQ - manages to feel and drive like a normal car,
albeit a very low and loud car, when you are tootling along to to
the shops and back.
The only issue really is the steering which admi<edly, as goes the
modern Ferrari habit, the steering remains extremely direct - overly
so for the road, at two turns lock-to-lock. And yet this is an electrohydraulic set-up that’s intui8ve and more reassuringly resis8ve
than the electrically assisted system in the 812 Superfast. Along
with s8ﬀer springs than the GTB, a subtle drop in ride height and
next to no body roll, direc8on changes are akin to ﬂicking a switch.
A beau8fully weighted switch with a perfectly crisp ac8on.
On normal roads the Pista feels loud, wide and every bit the
a<en8on vacuum a new trackday Ferrari should be, but it’s a
strangely easy car to drive fast and much of this is also down to the
damping. Once again, ‘bumpy road’ mode, which soQens the setup, excels. How is it we have got to a point where a mid-engined
homage to Ferrari’s sports car racers conducts itself with greater
pliancy, poise and predictability than their very own ﬂagship GT
car? There’s no doubt the Superfast is misconceived - too focused
for the road - but by any standard the Pista is remarkable in its
ability to absorb the road beneath without giving away anything in
body control.
And it turns heads. All of them. The Pista, or rather the 488 was
not designed by Pinnifarina but rather by someone in-house; that
only means its just not as beau8ful as it could be - but it is s8ll a
beau8ful car nevertheless.
Beneath all the beauty, and unlike McLaren, Ferrari prefers to use
an aluminium monocoque rather than a carbon tub but there’s no
discernible ﬂex and with so li<le weight to manage the two-way
adap8ve

dampers

provide

pure,

uncorrupted

control.

‘Unﬂappable’ is a much-abused term but unless you are downright
clumsy with the thro<le or spectacularly misjudge that crest or
camber up ahead, the Pista feels as surefooted and predictable as a
Land Rover in the African bush.
All this is just as well, because so potent is this 3.9 litre ﬂat-planecrank, twin-scroll twin-turbocharged V8 that it can genuinely spook
you even if you are used to quick stuﬀ. Figures of 530kW at 8 000
r/min and 770Nm at only 3 000 r/min signify extraordinary breadth
and are achieved in part by the addi8on of 8tanium conrods from
the same supplier as for the F1 team and an ultra-high compression
ra8o.
I had occasion to test the cars accelera8on and the Pista will take
you from a stands8ll, using launch-mode, to 100km/h is only 2.85
seconds. And then will keep pulling all the way up to its 340km/h
top speed. That’s what removing weight does.
The V8, whilst being very good, is not as drama8c and emo8onal as
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an old-school naturally aspirated motor - like say a Lamborghini V12
- but the torque allows you to work the chassis more easily and this
actually makes the car more engaging at modest speeds, which is
admi<edly where you drive it most of the 8me.
AQer a week I felt part of the car. It felt amazing.
WEEK TWO
And that’s the thing about the Pista - out on the road you are not
unduly punished for having one instead of a 488 GTB, or denied
access to the more sedate sa8sfac8ons of driving at less than nine
or ten tenths. So long as you remember to take the handbrake oﬀ
before snapping on the four-point harness and don’t mind the
aggravated pi<er-pa<er of stone chips drumming the underside of
the body, it’s a rela8ve doddle.

Which is incredible given the

performance on oﬀer.
Now I remember my assault of the Nürburgring in a Porsche GT2 RS
which was all done to smash a record set in the same car (see
January 2019) and thinking to myself that the Porsche was pre<y
much as good as you could get for a road car with track ability…
however that was before driving the Pista. I wonder then what my
8me would have been had I done that lap in one of these.
Maybe, if you can aﬀord it. For a car whose name literally translates
as ‘Track’, the Pista is extraordinarily coherent on the road, though
the 488 GTB s8ll makes be<er sense if only rarely will you book a
slot on a circuit. Not only is the standard car usefully more reﬁned
but it also has that 230 litre front boot, which at some point you are
going to sorely miss in the Pista (down to a 8ny 170 litres), however
fantas8cal the scoop is.
But should the road-racer spirit prove too hard to resist, what’s the
compe88on? A new Ferrari of this kind will always be compared to
the latest oﬀering from Porsche’s Renn Sport. Predictably, the GT3
RS isn’t as quick but feels no less special and costs half what a Pista
does. On the other hand the big, bad GT2 RS I previously men8oned
- similarly turbocharged - is every bit as mind-bendingly rapid and
perhaps even more involving, but for me is just too unhinged to get
along with when you are not really in the mood.
A Huracan Performante? It beats the Ferrari for pantomime, no
ques8on, but ﬁnd a set of corners and the Lamborghini can’t hold a
candle to its compatriot in chassis terms. Both lap up ordinary roads
in a manner that has to be experienced to be believed - as does the
new McLaren 720S Track Pack, which is the class benchmark when it
comes to balancing usability and performance.
Assuming you could only aﬀord one jewel of a supercar, such a
talented ﬁeld makes for a tough choice. But here’s the curveball. If
you are willing to trade a bit of the Pista’s cordiality and almost
unnecessary pace for a 9 000 r/min naturally aspirated howl - and
frankly who wouldn’t - then a pre-owned 458 Speciale can be had
for about £300 000 through an oﬃcial Ferrari dealer. Decisions.
My decision aQer 14-days in a Pista is a simple one. If you can then
you absolutely must. There is nothing more to it.
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… imagine you are a surgeon performing delicate surgery and the steering wheel is a scalpel… that is the best way to describe the accuracy in which the car moves….
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… the Ferrari 488 Pista is hands-down, in my humble and considered view the best
Ferrari ever made for a vast number of reasons, most signiﬁcantly of which is that
what they have done is taken a very good car and made it even be!er by just doing
what it is that they do best and without all the silliness and pantomime which
usually surrounds special edion models. The car is not subtle, but at the same
me, for what it is, it is massively understated… and the worst part of having it for
two-weeks was having to give it back at the end. A very sad moment indeed...
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KEVIN’S KORNER
Every day we climb

More than 8 million parking 8ckets were

cats. In which case they would be feline

into our cars and

issued in Britain last year. But if you do get

disappointed...

head oﬀ to do many

a 8cket, it pays to contest it. An impressive

things; work, play,

60 per cent of appeals that end up in

The most expensive car ever sold in Britain

recrea8on, school,

Traﬃc Penalty Tribunal are successful.

is a classic Ferrari Testa Rossa, a 1957
model sold by Derbyshire dealer Tom

and so the list goes on, and on. It is also
pre<y much a mundane task, but out there

In South Africa a few years ago the

Hartley Jr in 2014.

in the wider world there are facts, lore

Johannesburg

unconﬁrmed but rumour says the price tag

and rules surrounding driving which are

Department (JMPD) issued traﬃc ﬁnes by

oQen remarkably weird.

mail which omi<ed the ‘date of oﬀense’ - a

Metropolitan

Police

The exact price is

was £24.1m.

legal

A recent survey found that the average

There is also no global consensus on tests,

requirement - which in essence rendered

Bri8sh commuter will kiss in the car an

techniques or 8ckets - which makes it a

hundreds of thousands of ﬁnes invalid. It

es8mated 680 8mes in their life8me.

confusing business. I have rounded up a

was the motoring press which eventually

That’s one way to liven up a boring

pointed out the problem to them, aQer

journey.

legislated

few eye-widening motoring facts for you…

and

prescribed

which they rec8ﬁed it.
Western African na8on Niger has the

In Bangkok, Thailand owing to massive

highest minimum driving age in the world.

The world’s oldest driving instructor, Laura

traﬃc conges8on many people use small

No one can drive a car un8l they have

Thomas, is 95, and has been giving lessons

motorcycles. And do so all over the rest of

passed their 23rd birthday. Perhaps they

since 1938.

the country (and region) too. There are

get car insurance as a re8rement present?

taught thousands to drive, including her

however

own family.

motorcycle safety, so the wearing of

From West Wales, she has

Legal driving age in Kansas, Idaho, USA and

almost

no

laws

regarding

helmets, for example, is not mandatory

in the Canadian province of Alberta is just

In Mexico, it isn’t necessary to take a

nor is the number of people which can ride

14, and in El Salvador it’s 15. Some 14-

driving test. Anyone over 18 can buy a

on a motorcycle at the same 8me. Reports

year-olds can barely see over a shop

licence for 626 pesos (about $35). There

are oQen received of en8re families seen

counter - but they can drive a car all day,

are more than four million cars in Mexico

on a single bike, and if it rains someone

every day.

City alone.

holds the umbrella…

In 2013, Rowan Atkinson was the recipient

Japan issues one of the world’s hardest

So it seems that our motoring world is not

of the biggest car insurance pay-out in

driving tests. Learners must be over 18,

as mundane as we may have believed, and

history. It cost Aviva £900 000 to ﬁx his

and the test is taken on a simulated

I know some of these facts may seem

McLaren F1 aQer a crash, a bill three 8mes

course; a fail can result before the driver

unbelievable, so don’t take my word for it.

larger than the previous “biggest”, for a

even gets in the car, if they don’t bend

Go check it out yourself and let me know if

smashed up Pagani Zonda in 2010.

down low enough to check underneath for

you ﬁnd anything weirder.

The world’s cheapest new car is the Tato
Nano, manufactured in India and launched
in 2008 for just US$1 500.

Reduced

features, cheap labour and less steel made
it aﬀordable for much of the popula8on.
Quite then what the thing is actually made
from does remain somewhat of a mystery.
The biggest car crash in Britain occurred in
2013 when dozens of vehicles collided at a
fog-bound crossing in Sheppey, Kent. Sixty
people in more than 150 vehicles were
injured in the crash that went on for ten
minutes as cars rammed into the pile-up,
but remarkably, nobody was killed.
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Motoring made Sexy
by Thembi Khumalo

I write about the

David Brown (DB…), an avid hunter and

World's Fair, and it was dubbed “the

sexy side of motoring, and I enjoy it

dog owner, and then a further 11 or 12

most famous car in the world”, and

because, to me at least, motoring can be

coupes were custom modiﬁed for Aston

subsequently sales of the car rose. In

very sexy.

Just look at the latest

Mar8n by independent coachbuilder,

January 2006, one of these was

oﬀerings from the Italians for example,

Harold Radford. The taillights used were

auc8oned in Arizona; the same car was

however you can’t overlook the classics.

Triumph units, and were also adopted

originally bought in 1970 from the

Just ask Oliver. And in terms of ’sexy

for the succeeding DB6. This is about as

owner, Sir Anthony Bamford, by a

classics’ there is only one clear winner.

rare as you can possibly get.

Tennessee museum owner.

The Aston Marin DB5.

A car,

mainly used for promo8ng the movie, is
The car was hugely popular amongst the

now located in the Louwman Museum,

Now the DB5, whilst being as Bri8sh as

rich and famous and were oQen seen in

Netherlands. The ﬁrst DB5 prototype

cucumber sandwiches at high-tea is

the most exclusive of loca8ons around

used in Goldﬁnger with the chassis

actually the product of those with more

the world. However the biggest source

number DP/216/1 was later stripped of

of an inclina8on towards pasta and

of ‘DB5 awareness’ was delivered by

its weaponry and gadgetry by Aston

Grappa. That’s right it was designed by

none other than secret agent James

Mar8n and then resold. It was then

Italians - the house of Carrozzeria

Bond, 007, licenced to kill and all that

retroﬁ<ed by subsequent owners with

Touring Superleggera to be exact, and in

good stuﬀ.

non-original

case you are scratching your head asking
who the hell they are please take a look

It ﬁrst appeared in the 1964 movie

at the review of the Alfa Romeo Disco

Goldﬁnger in which Bond’s car was ﬁ<ed

Volante Spyder in our February 2018

with many special op8onal extras

magazine. The one with the very clearly

including a oil slick spray, a pop up

Alfa Romeo themed cover.

armoured shield, headlight mounted
machine guns, some sort of primi8ve

weaponry.

It

later

appeared in the ﬁlm The Cannonball
Run (1981), in which it was driven by
Roger Moore.

The chassis DP/216/1

DB5 was stolen in 1997 from its last
owner in Florida, USA and is currently
s8ll missing.

Touring, as they are known more simply,

GPS tracking system and the legendary

Since

have designed some of the most iconic

ejector seat for ridding the car of

appearances in several Bond movies

cars of all 8me; the DB5 and DB6, and

unwanted front seat passengers.

including Spectre (2015).

But these Bond cars come with an

And come on, lets be honest here for a

astounding, and quite sexy history. To

minute, what is sexier than Bond?

promote the ﬁlm, the two DB5s were

can’t think of anything at the moment.

then

the

DB5

has

made

the Lamborghini 350GT, which was the
ﬁrst Lamborghini supercar.

Quite a

legend indeed.
And Italians, as we all know, are the best
when it comes to designing things.
The DB5 was built between only 1963
and 1965, with a li<le over a thousand
having been made in that period. It was
therefore, even in its day, very exclusive
and quite rare.
In true Aston Mar8n style there were a
few variants of the car; the conver8ble,
DBS Vantage and even a custom built
shoo8ng-brake.
The la<er being the result of a
prototype DB5 shoo8ng-brake which
was custom produced by the factory for

showcased at the 1964 New York

I
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I tune you straight
There are various automo8ve industries

Tesla’s market capitaliza8on is $48.18 billion. It was founded in

in the world. These companies and

2003 by a group of engineers.

organiza8ons are involved in the design,
development, manufacturing and selling
of motor vehicles.

6. General motors:
They have their market capitaliza8on to be $52.68 billion. General

The automobile sector is one of the
most important economic sectors in the world. Billions of dollars is
generated annually throughout the globe just from the automobile
sector.

Motors was founded in 1908 by the owner of Buick, Williams Buick.
It has over 12 000 dealers selling in over 125 countries.
GM also have other well-known brands like Chevrolet, Cadillac and
GMC in their porVolio. General Motors was the ﬁrst manufacturer

Out of all these automobile companies, some rank higher than the
other when placed on scale. We are here to know the top 10 out of
the numerous automobile companies in the world. These

in North America to build a test facility just to test rollovers.
5. Honda Motor Co:

companies are rated according to the value of their market

Their market capitaliza8on is $57.48 billion. Honda makes popular

capitaliza8on.

cars. Most Honda cars produced are made in the United States.

Before we proceed, its worth saying there are 1.015 billion
automobiles in use today. These automobile is made up of cars,

They sold over 5 million cars in 2017. It was established in 1949
and they went to United States in 1959.

trucks, buses, heavy duty trucks.

4. Daimler:

Let’s take a look at the top 10 companies in the automo8ve world.

Their market capitaliza8on is $68.50 billion.

million cars worldwide each year. Daimler’s headquarter resides in

10. Fiat Chrysler Automobiles (FCA):

Germany. Daimler is the largest manufacturer of trucks in the

FCA have a Market Capitaliza8on of $33.6 billion.

It is an

automobile company based in the UK. It is one of the best known
brands in the United Kingdom and other parts of the world.

world. Daimler combined with Karl Benz to form what we all know
as Mercedes Benz today.
3. BMW:

Fiat beat Renault to becoming one of the most valuable car
companies in the world in 2018. Fiat and Chrysler merged in 2014.
Fiat stands for what translates to “Italian Automobiles Factory of
Turin” in English.

They have a market capitaliza8on of $71.1 billion. BMW was found
in 1916. Each year, BMW sell a good number of their cars. In
2017, they sold over 2 million cars. They have factories in only 14
countries.

It leads all other companies in the produc8on of

9. Nissan:

premium cars and motorcycles.

Nissan’s Market Capitaliza8on is $38.92 billion. It was founded on

2. Volkswagen:

26th December, 1933. As at 2016, Nissan have produced about
275000 all-electric vehicles.

have

a

market

1. Toyota Motor Corpora+on:
capitaliza8on

of

$44.78

billion.

They have been around for a century. The main Ford facility
resides in Michigan, USA, and was founded in 1903. Henry Ford
had a vision of building the best car.
Ford is the second car manufacturing company in the United
States. Ford is also the second largest family owned company in
the world. It has been ranked the number one car sold in America
for many years.
7. Tesla:

They have a market capitaliza8on of $95 billion. They sold over 10
million vehicles in 2017 and it was founded in 1937.

8. Ford Motor Company:
They

They sell over 3

They have a market capitaliza8on of $199 billion. Toyota is the
largest automobile company in the world. It is four 8mes as large
as Tesla. Toyota was named aQer its founder, Toyoda.
They have received an award for being the vehicle to last the
longest. Toyota went to America in 1957 and they have created
over 300 000 jobs in the United States alone.
They invest $1 million every hour to develop and research within
their company.
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Sunday Cruiser

Our June Sunday Cruiser is a beau8ful Porsche 911 Carrera

Pedan8c perhaps but it is also parked in a dry, heated garage.

3.2 Targa Sport owned by Colin in Surrry in the UK.
Cars like this for their owners are more than just cars, and when
It is a 1984 model, has a manual gearbox and is bathed in

discussing them loads of passion is evident.

Grand Prix white with classic striped navy blue interior.
The car is the Sport version with front and rear spoilers and (green)
This is an excep8onal original car with minimal restora8on - not

sports shock absorbers. As men8oned it has the original Fuchs

messed with, but scrupulously maintained all its life by only three

alloy wheels as well as 8nted glass, and an electric aerial.

owners.
The only non-standard equipment is a new Blaupunkt sound system
Colin describes the car as having, “Extraordinary condi8on
throughout with long and detailed service history”. The car is also
MOT (roadworthy) un8l May April 2020
- and currently only 123 000 miles have
been driven.
This model and shape of 911 is highly
sought aQer by purists and collectors
alike and the car is absolutely original
right down to the black Fuchs alloy
wheels.
Owing to its impeccable condi8on a
Porsche Cer8ﬁcate of Authen8city was
issued, iden8fying matching numbers
Registered 11/10/84. Model M930020.
Colin says that he will only use the car
in dry weather, limited to a few hundred
miles per annum in recent years.

with DAB SD card and hands free telephone.
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The car underwent an extensive inspec8on and major service in 2016.
A recent compression test shows way above "good" values on all cylinders.
Now my colleague Oliver - our resident classic car expert - who is also a Porsche nut, or
whatever they are oﬃcially known as - Porscheophile perhaps - upon hearing about this
car went to visit Colin to inspect it himself.

His summary of the car was, “… an

unbelievably good example of one of the most iconic sports cars of the last millennium”.
I do detect a hint of envy there…
Colin has always been a 911 fan and for as long as he can remember always loved this
par8cular version. “I was driving past a dealership when I spo<ed it in the window. I
almost caused an accident turning around to get back to it. This was love at ﬁrst sight. I
paid a deposit right there and then and the next morning arrived with the rest of the
money. There was no decision to be made - I simply had to have her.”
On the subject of showing and concourse Colin is unmoved and disinterested. “I never
bought her to show her oﬀ, the car is for me and me alone. It is for my enjoyment and
not that of others.” He adds, “I do quite oQen get stopped wherever I park it and asked
ques8ons by enthusiasts which I am happy to answer.”
Well this a true Sunday Cruiser in ever sense of the word, and I would like to extend our
sincerest thanks to Colin for sharing his treasure with us. He didn’t have to, but he
wanted to.
We love, respect and admire this sort of commitment to a vehicle and Colin tells us, “…
she is an outstanding motorcar and turns heads wherever she goes”.
Enough said.
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For me the most important

Then there are the looks. This car turns heads, and gets no8ced. Its

quali8es of any car are comfort, spaciousness, performance,

design is very modern and quite radical, and the front is

ease of opera8on and build quality.

accentuated by a massive shiny chrome grille. If you consider the

Johannesburg, RSA (2011):

Hyundai cars of old, which were quite simply some of the ugliest
Hence my joy in receiving the new Hyundai Sonata Execu8ve.

and terrible cars of all 8me I would have to say that they have come

This is the top-of-the-range Sonata, which only costs R 300 000.

a long way with this car.

For that money you literally get everything that opens and shuts

I remember the original Elantras of the mid-90’s and shudder. This

plus all the quali8es I men8oned above.

car however is very fresh, and I believe will be in fashion for a long

The Sonata is a large execu8ve type car, in size somewhere
between a 3 and 5 Series BMW.
It has a 2.4 litre naturally aspirated petrol engine that produces
131kW and 228Nm.

8me to come. Now before the die-hard German car supporters
begin their chants about build quality I must point out that in 2004
Hyundai ranked second for ‘ini8al quality’ by JD Power & Associates
and is one of the top 100 most valuable brands in the world.
Then in 2010, a Consumer Reports reliability survey ranked Hyundai

On the road the Sonata is a pleasure to drive. It has a very smooth 7

(including Kia) as the fourth-best automaker. The ra8ngs reﬂect the

-speed automa8c gearbox, with the op8on of manual override and

performance, comfort, u8lity and reliability of more than 280

paddles on the steering wheel column for that sporty feel. The cars

vehicles that the magazine recently tested. Just because something

accelera8on is good, and whilst not being enormously fast it is very
good for everyday motoring. The maximum speed limit is aQer all
120km/h.
Inside the car there is lots of space and there are lots of storage
areas for puWng all sorts of things necessary for daily survival in the
big city. Cup holders are aplenty and you can get pre<y much
everything your heart could desire in the enormous boot.
Comfort is a standard feature and the car has a very smooth drive.
Over uneven roads it simply glides along as if cushioned by air.
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is not German doesn’t make it any less superior.
This is a car for grown ups. It has no pretensions and is void of any
airs and graces. It is a serious machine for someone who recognises
value for money and quality.
Now at the beginning when I said this car comes with everything I
really meant it. From a speciﬁca8on perspec8ve the Sonata wants
for nothing, but at the same 8me is not over complicated, or has
not been made over complicated by the inclusion of gadgets that
have no point.
Everything that is there has a func8on and is very easy to use.

be<er as irrespec8ve of where the steering wheel is posi8oned you
can s8ll change gears easily without having to look for the right
paddle.
In my view this is a good car. It represents good value for money,
and is of a quality that easily commands its price tag.
As for rivals, I know there are a few, but it is in a sector where
compe88on is not that important.
Would I buy one? Absolutely without a doubt.
This is the ideal car for a business exec who has a family and needs
the extra space and comfort. These cars were used to transport
dignitaries during the 2010 FIFA World Cup… if it was good enough
for them, trust me then it is deﬁnitely good enough for you.
The car is admi<edly not very exci8ng but at the same 8me it was
not designed to be exci8ng. It was designed to be func8onal,

Do yourself a favour and pop down to your closest Hyundai

reliable and comfortable.

dealership and just go and take one for a test drive and you will see
exactly what I am talking about.

One noted anomaly is that the paddle shiQ controls are ﬁxed to the
steering column and do not turn with the steering wheel like most
of the other cars that use this system. I personally found this to be

Make the intelligent choice.
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Circuito Internacional de Vila Real, Vila Real, Portugal: This car’s very
existence feels too soon. The Renault Megane RS only arrived in the
middle of last year and yet here, already, is the Trophy version - generally
the go-to variant of RS models for those who like their hot hatches
ﬂaming. And the truth is it would have come even earlier s8ll were it not
for the backlog of models wai8ng to go through WLTP tes8ng.
New to the Renault Megane RS Trophy is more power, while you get things some of which you can add as an op8on on the regular RS, and some of which
you can’t.
The 1.8 litre turbocharged petrol engine produces 220kW, which is an modest
increase of 15kW over the regular RS, and if you spec the dual-clutch gearbox,
torque is up from 391Nm to 421Nm. If however you choose the standard sixspeed manual and torque is limited to 400Nm because that’s all the gearbox can
handle, so that’s how the engine is mapped. So guess which is the one to get?
Thro<le response is reportedly quicker, either way, though owing to the
adop8on of a ceramic turbo bearing, while there’s a freer-breathing exhaust,
which has an ac8ve ﬂap in it, which Renault says oﬀers ‘two tones’. How French
is that! Anyway, with it shut it’s ‘easy on the ears’ and with it open ‘the full
sporty poten8al can be expressed’. So basically quiet or loud.
There are 19 inch wheels whose design is inspired by the very cool RS01 concept
car shod with Bridgestone Potenza 001 tyres, and the upcoming op8on of 007s,
as soon as they’re homologated, which are be<er for dry use and on a circuit. I
wonder if Bridgestone got Mr. Bond’s permission for that?
You can opt for a lighter mag-wheel too, which to me looks less cool but it does
save 2kg per corner. All of this stuﬀ is very Trophy-speciﬁc at the end of the day.
Then you get the excellent Cup chassis as standard, which is available as an
op8on on the regular RS too (and was ﬁ<ed to the only other RS I’ve driven).
That brings a series of nice round numbers - 25% s8ﬀer dampers, 30% s8ﬀer
springs and 10% s8ﬀer an8-roll bars - as well as a Torsen limited-slip diﬀeren8al
and bi-material front brake discs, which are 1.8kg a disc lighter than the regular
RS’s.
To denote a Trophy there’s a bit of badging on the outside, but it’s a pre<y
inconspicuous and understated - a rela8ve term admi<edly for an already quite
interes8ng looking car. Inside, meanwhile, there’s the op8on of a new seat - an
alcantara covered Recaro that sits you 20mm lower than normal. Nice!
The new seat is really good, giving the Trophy a good driving posi8on, if
ul8mately one slightly less adjustable than a Volkswagen Golf GTI’s. The interior
feels solid and the Megane, generally, feels a large car.

Another noted

improvement over the previous genera8on Megane is the inclusion of ‘many
things’ - because lest face it, the old Megane’s interior was shockingly boring
and poorly equipped.
It’s also very quick. Zero to 100km/h is despatched in 5.7 seconds and top
speed is 260km/h.
Thro<le response is good for a heavily blown turbo, there’s a degree of turbo
whine and hiss but most of the soundtrack comes from the exhaust’s drama8c
pops and crackles on the overrun. The Trophy we tried was a six-speed manual,
whose shiQ is coarser than you would hope, but posi8ve enough. We drove the
Trophy on road and track, with the circuit drive ﬁrst, in a car spor8ng with the
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new the name’s Bond, James Bond 007 tyres; at ﬁrst in the damp

That balance, then, is good, and engaging, but s8ll curious. There

but by the end it had mostly dried out.

was once a 8me when a Trophy-spec Megane would have been the
clear driver’s choice over a Honda Type-R or Volkswagen R or even

Now here is the thing. Because you can (and probably would) spec

Hyundai N, but that 8me isn’t now.

the Cup chassis on a standard RS, there is no great transforma8on
here; the Trophy drives the same way, to my feel, as an RS with Cup

The Megane is however arguably s8ll the most agile of these, and

seWngs. I guess with a direct back-to-back test through the same

almost certainly the most willing to engage the rear wheels in a

corner with the lighter wheels and 007 tyres compared with regular

corner, because it adopted four-wheel steer to help do it. This

rims and 001s, you could spot very minor diﬀerences in wheel

electronically controlled assistance to the back wheels steers them

control and steering feel, but it would be of the kind that wanes

in the opposite direc8on to the fronts at anything below 100km/h,

with a bit of tyre wear, or heat, or pressure diﬀerence, leaving the

and more markedly if you choose Race on the drive mode

inherent balance indis8nguishably and basically the same.

selector than if you are in the Normal or Sport seWngs. Renault
reckons Race might be a bit ‘too aggressive’ for the road.

Or just by simply not being on a track; which admi<edly is where
99.999% of us drive on a daily basis anyway.

There’s no doubt that it’s incredibly willing to go sideways, quickly
and frequently, if you turn in to a corner on anything other than
thro<le. LiQ and it will dig in, trail the brakes and it will dig in, just
turn and it will dig in.
The Megane is about as unhinged as front-wheel drive car can
currently get, and if you then get back on the power, it pulls itself
straight again. With this much power though there’s a degree of
torque steer - manageable but evident - and good steering feel, but
the balance you experience is usually one of managing understeer
or managing oversteer, rather than just playing with a hint of
either.
In the old Renault Sport Megane, especially in Trophy speciﬁca8on,
you felt as if you were commanding the most precise, scything,
accurate hot hatch in the world. Now, and rather sadly, I don’t

… at long bloody last, a Renault Megane with a proper interior which smacks of technology and progress AND can compete with its rivals...
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think that’s true. A Golf GTI is more passive, true, but it’s very
accurate, and a Hyundai i30 N has, to me, a more pleasing and,
crucially, more natural chassis balance too, while I think a Honda
Civic Type R feels more precise but less exci8ng.
The Megane feels like it’s ar8ﬁcially helping you out, no8cing you
turning the wheel and deciding you want to turn loads, right now.
I do oQen wonder if ac8ve rear-steer is the automo8ve equivalent
of 3D cinema: an unnecessary aQerthought, put on to increase the
perceived drama and enthusiasm to something that didn’t really
need it in the ﬁrst place. In fact the only cars I’ve ever driven with
it ﬁ<ed, which I didn’t want without, were Rolls Royce.
I think the Trophy is good on the road though. Body control is
8ght but ride comfort is rela8vely pliant, despite the increase in
s8ﬀness over the regular chassis, because there are hydraulic
bump stops to round oﬀ the worst of things. Its cornering stance
feels more natural on the road, too, with the drive mode and
therefore rear-steer’s aggressiveness knocked back, although it’s
s8ll towards the upper end of the agility scale. Unusually, though,
on the adjustable drive modes, I found myself doing the opposite
to usual, and upping the steering weight and lowering the engine
(therefore exhaust) noisiness.
The Trophy is a ﬁne hot hatchback, with a character and agility
that in previous years would have been rewarding enough to
make it the best car in the class. But with a feel of fakeness to the
way it shiQs its corner balance that, most notably, a Hyundai i30
N feels en8rely natural doing, the Megane feels like it’s trying too
hard to please these days. Compe8tors seem to do ﬁne without
it, and the truth is there are more of them and they are be<er
than they have ever been too.
The Trophy will come in at about 12% more expensive over the
standard car. That’s pre<y good value if you work out the cost of
the op8onal kit - 19 inch wheels, the Cup chassis and bi-material
brakes are that diﬀerence alone - making the Trophy ﬁnancially
quite appealing, especially given it will be the easier version to
resell later.
I do like it. I liked driving it a lot, and some people will like it more
than all the rivals. But to me it feels like a good and compe88ve
hot hatch among many and not, as it once was, the obvious boss
of them all.
And of course the Trophy 300 is on its way… decisions, decisions.
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Alfonso Antonio Vicente Eduardo Angel Blas Francisco de

Portago won six major races, including the Tour de France

Borja Cabeza de Vaca y Leighton, 11th Marquess of Portago,

automobile race, the Grand Prix of Oporto, and the Nassau

best known as Alfonso de Portago, was a Spanish aristocrat,

Governor’s Cup (twice). In Nassau, during the winter of 1956,

racing driver and bobsleigh driver.

Portago trailed the car ahead of him by cen8metres while travelling
at 240km/h. Portago used his skill to avert careening into a crowd

Born in London, he was educated at Biarritz, in France. He became

aQer the driver ahead of him touched his brakes and both cars

ar8culate in four languages. Portago was heir to one of the most

went into a 180m skid. Among sports car enthusiasts, de Portago

respected 8tles in Spain and a millionaire. Among his ancestors

was known as a two-car man, because of the many burned-out

were an explorer (Álvar Núñez Cabeza de Vaca), a Governor of

brakes, clutches, transmissions, and wrecked cars for which he was

Madrid, and a war hero. His Spanish father was Antonio Cabeza de

responsible. He oQen needed several cars to ﬁnish a race.

Vaca. He died during half 8me at a polo match at a young age. His
mother was named Olga Leighton and was an Irish nurse. She also

He par8cipated in 5 World Championship Formula One Grands Prix,

had a daughter named Sol, for Soledad, who married and became

debu8ng on 1 July 1956. His best result was a second place at the

known as the Marquise de Moratalla in racing circles. She died in

1956 Bri8sh Grand Prix (a shared drive with Peter Collins), and

2017. Olga’s ﬁrst husband, Francis John Mackey, was more than 40

scored a total of four championship points. In 1953 he raced with

years older than she was. He shot himself while terminally ill and

Luigi ChineW in the Carrera Panamericana. During the 1955 Bri8sh

leQ Olga an enormous fortune made as founder of Household

Grand Prix at Silverstone, Portago was thrown from his Ferrari

Finance Corp.
Portago was 1.83 m tall and weighed 77 kg. De Portago won a bet
at the age of 17 when he ﬂew his plane beneath a bridge. He
par8cipated twice in the Grand Na8onal Steeplechase at Aintree as
a gentleman jockey, although he found keeping his weight down to
be a struggle.
De Portago began racing sports cars in 1953 aQer his mee8ng with
the Ferrari importer in the USA, Luigi ChineW, who asked him to be
his co-driver in the Carrera Panamericana. He later raced alone in a
personal Ferrari Sport model at the 1954 1000 km Buenos Aires. de
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countered this asser8on, saying de Portago would not live to be 30.
According to Nelson, “...every 8me Portago comes in from a race
the front of his car is wrinkled where he has been nudging people
out of the way at 130 mph (210km/h)”.
The Portago curve at the St. Moritz-Celerina Olympic Bobrun is
named in his honour for his founda8on’s eﬀorts to renovate the
lower por8on of the track. A Portago curve (#7) is also shown on
the Jarama motor racing circuit in Spain.
In 1949, when he was only twenty, de Portago married American
former model Carroll McDaniel (by whom he had two children).
while racing at 140km/h aQer losing control on a patch of oil. He
was hospitalized with a broken leg.

McDaniel was several years older than de Portago and they barely
knew each other. She subsequently married the philanthropist
Milton Petrie.

One of de Portago’s daughters is photographer

He also was a bobsleigh runner, recrui8ng several cousins in order

Andrea Portago, who was on the June 1977 cover of Andy Warhol’s

to form Spain’s ﬁrst bobsleigh team for the 1956 Winter Olympic

Interview magazine.

Games in Cor8na d’Ampezzo.

He had had only two or three

stockbroker born around 1954. He married in 1973 (and divorced

prac8ce runs in Switzerland before buying a pair of sleds. With de

in 1978) Sorbonne-educated society fundraiser and costume- and

Portago steering, the two-man bob ﬁnished fourth to the surprise

set-designer Barbara, daughter of German nobleman Henrik von

of the tradi8onal teams, missing out on a medal by 0.16 seconds.

Schlubach. Her stepfather, Gerald van der Kemp, was a curator

He was introduced to bobsledding by an American from Beloit,

who restored the Palace of Versailles.

Wisconsin, Edmund Nelson, whom he later teamed up with in order

subsequently married, in 1984, actor and playwright Jason Harrison

to win the Tour de France automobile race.

Grant, and, aQer their divorce, married in 1991 (divorced 1994)

His son, Anthony (1954-1990), was a

Barbara de Portago

investment banker William James Tapert.
Portago also won a bronze medal in the two-man event at the 1957
FIBT World Championships in St. Moritz

Supposedly, Carroll McDaniel and Alfonso de Portago were in the
process of geWng a divorce so he could legi8mise his invalid

He and his co-driver Edmund Nelson were killed on 12 May 1957 in

Mexican marriage to fashion model Dorian Leigh (who had already

a crash during that year’s Mille Miglia, in a straight road sec8on

aborted their ﬁrst baby in 1954 and then gave birth to their son Kim

between Cerlongo and Guidizzolo, in the communal territory of

on 27 September 1955).

Cavriana about 70km from Brescia, Italy, the start and ﬁnish point

However, de Portago was also da8ng actress Linda Chris8an, actor

of the event race.

Tyrone Power’s ex-wife.

The wreck also claimed the lives of nine

spectators, among them ﬁve children. Portago was apprehensive
about compe8ng in the Mille Miglia, a race he considered too
dangerous to be run, as he was concerned about the almost
complete impossibility about knowing every corner (even with a
navigator) and every possible road condi8on over 1 000 miles
(1600km) of open public roads with very limited informa8on on
what to expect in the race. A tyre blew on Portago’s third-place
Ferrari 335 S causing it to spin into the crowd lining the highway.
He was travelling at 240km/h when the tyre went ﬂat. The 335
hurtled over a canal on the leQ side of the road, then veered back
across the canal, causing the deaths of nine onlookers in total. Two
of the dead children were hit by a concrete highway milestone that
was ripped from the ground by Portago’s car and thrown into the
crowd. The bodies of Portago and Nelson were badly disﬁgured
beneath the Ferrari, which was upside down. Portago’s body was
in two sec8ons.
As T.C. Browne wrote, “The inevitable happened when Alfonso [...]
de Portago stopped alongside the course, ran to the fence, kissed
Linda Chris8an, ran back to his Ferrari and drove on to his des8ny,
killing himself, his co-driver, 10 spectators, and the Mille Miglia”.
Once Portago commented, “I won’t die in an accident. I’ll die of old
age or be executed in some gross miscarriage of jus8ce”. Nelson

Leigh was eleven years his senior.
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Johannesburg, RSA: Twenty - yes I

for the Porsche 911 or Volkswagen Golf

Consequently, this new X5 uses acous8c

can hardly believe it either - years

GTI, such success is why the G05-

glass for the windscreen and, op8onally,

ago in 1999 BMW launched the X5

genera8on X5 has so li<le margin for

the side windows; the suspension is now

and has referred to it not as a ‘Sports

technical error. In fact, the class-leading

pneuma8c;

there

U8lity Vehicle’ but as a ‘Sports

expecta8ons placed on this new itera8on

stabilisa8on

on

far

great-

passengers can enjoy four-zone climate

cachet,

control and an enlarged panoramic glass

Ac8vity Vehicle’.

outweigh

grandfather,

those
whose

of

its

brand

Seman8cs? Undoubtedly. And yet four

prac8cality and handling abili8es made it a

genera8ons, 2.2 million sales and an

winner.

amazing rise to prominence suggest

is

electronic

roll

some

models;

and

roof.
Naturally, BMW promises a more involving

Munich’s marke8ng department knew

The game has moved on, and BMW has

driving experience than ever, and we will

what it was doing.

iden8ﬁed comfort as a core dynamic

shortly discover whether its engineers

a<ribute

con8nue to defy the laws of physics in this

However it seems that the people charged
with the cars most recent design work are
all escaped psychiatric pa8ents.
The X7 which we tested earlier in this
magazine was made for the American
market - just like the X5 was two-decades
back - and with the X7 we can understand
excesses. The X5 however has become a
more global phenomenon and its American
roots have faded into obscurity. But like
malaria the gaudy, big-is-best approach
has returned. One only needs look at the
massive X7-esque grille to see what I am
talking about.
Now back to singing its praises; just as it is

for

the

car

in

2019.
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respect.
Equally, this X5 uses a signiﬁcant level of autonomous technology.
The car can operate free from human input at modest speeds, and
BMW has deployed its ﬁrst in-cabin camera, rather than steeringwheel sensors, to ascertain whether the driver is paying a<en8on
to the road ahead by scanning their eyes.
Luxury, prac8cality, involvement: it seems a contradictory blend of
a<ributes, but it’s one BMW will need to have mastered if the X5 is
to dominate its class like it once did.
And then there is the nose. Now I can sort of understand the
enlarged grille festooning the prow of the ba<leship sized X7 and in
some small way it works too on the 7 Series, but on the X5 it looks
too big and ridiculous.
We have driven this car (the xDrive 30d) before at its American
launch, which featured in our February 2019 magazine, so its not
exactly unfamiliar. This one however is in right-hand drive and
driven in normal condi8ons and not those ideal ones which
manufacturers tend to try and create for the purpose of launches.
Okay, so the car looks like it has been ‘pimped out’ for a gangster
rapper, and in black brings an air of drive-by shoo8ng to the mix,
but it is s8ll a very decent car to drive.
BMW have in their lengthy history made some shit cars. The Z8 for
example. The 5 Series GT for another. However the overwhelming
majority of them have been very good, and some excep8onally so such as the M6 Gran Coupe.
I don’t think that this new X5 is going to be one of those
excep8onal examples. Its just a li<le bit too preten8ous and ugly to
hold a ﬂame to the likes of the M6, but in the world of soccer
matches and school runs it is a perfect chariot.
The 30d represents a 195kW straight-six three-litre turbo diesel.
And we have our American cousins to thank for the six-cylinder unit
because that’s what they wanted, and because they buy a lot of X5s
BMW yielded to their wants… it must be nice wielding so much
power.
Personally the diesel isn’t too bad, although I am patently aware
that for slightly more money comes the 250kW 3 litre 40i, also a six
-cylinder, while the current top-of-the-range powertrain is a 295kW
diesel, the M50d’s sextet of cylinders boosted by no less than four
turbochargers. A petrol V8 50i, and a plug-in hybrid, will follow
some8me this year. So unless you are absolutely sold on the 30d I
might suggest looking at the others, and if you want a V8 then
deﬁnitely wait.
The car from a build perspec8ve is perfect. A lot more aluminium
has been used to strengthen and lighten the car and the results are
evident out on the road.
I wouldn’t go so far as to say that you can throw the X5 into a 8ght
bend with reckless abandon and then just ﬂoor it in the hope that
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you will sail out the other side without soiled underwear, but what
I can tell you is that if you line it up properly and then ﬁre it
through a 8ght bend it will not only arrive at the exit point on all
four wheels, but you will want to do it again and again.
There is some body roll. You can’t expect there to be none in such
a tall and heavy car, but it is very manageable.
There is loads of standard equipment including air suspension,
which I believe is an industry ﬁrst in this segment, and the interior
is exactly what you expect it to be.
The instruments are now all digital, the scales of the speedometer
and rev counter corralled into slightly odd shapes at the display’s
extremi8es and if you don’t mind paying a li<le extra there is a
really wicked looking crystal gearlever knob.
Infotainment is controlled by a massive 12.1 inch screen and the
latest iDrive system is sublime and brilliantly easy to operate.
There’s also a more involved head-up display, heated and cooled
cup holders, a wicked 1 500 wa< Harmon Kardon stereo, laser
headlights (they double the beam-length of conven8onal
headlamps, for a lighthouse-like range) and a suite of connec8vity
op8ons.
However un8l we can sample the others in the range, the jury is
s8ll out. So saying, and the stupidly large grille aside, the X5 is s8ll
as engaging as it ever was and now brings science and technology
to the forefront of the domain of the ubiquitous soccer-mom and
all that she needs to do.
… the interior is beaufully appointed and the best part about it is that you can’t see the exterior from any of the incredibly comfortable seats...
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SO, LET’S TALK ABOUT VOICE RECOGNITION
“Alexa, adjust the temperature to 24 degrees.”
“Siri, ﬁnd the phone number for a ﬂorist in
Bedford.”
“Cortana, retrieve the ﬁle marked Annual Budget.”
Everyone from tech industry experts to casual
shoppers at a local Best Buy has been introduced in
some way to voice-ac8vated technology.

The

device penetra8on is largely due to the big-name innovators like
Apple’s Siri and Amazon’s Echo, but the reality, and the untapped

market today. It might not be groundbreaking, but it might just

capabili8es, go far beyond looking up a phone number. Many of

save your life (and money on your insurance premiums). What

the newest voice-enabled technologies aren’t just innova8ve or

made

high-tech, they’re also incredibly convenient. Unfortunately, they

recogni8on capabili8es in such a big way, when the rest of the

haven’t even scratched the surface of their consumer poten8al;

consumer market is s8ll just experimen8ng with the technology?

the

automo8ve

industry

take

to

in-car

speech

why wasn’t voice-recogni8on incorporated into the so-called

This might be one area where sheer need drove the innova8on,

“smart” television design, for example? The beneﬁts of other voice

rather than just the ability to market a new concept or device to

-enabled technologies aren’t quite as clear cut.

tech-hungry consumers.

If you’re

considering a voice-enabled coﬀee machine, you might be
disappointed to discover that you s8ll need to add the coﬀee grinds

The days of geWng in our cars and driving from point A to point B

and water - but don’t worry, you’ll never have to press that pesky

without any distrac8ons is over.

start bu<on again!

Even though safe driving

behaviors (and in many places, the law) requires us to ignore the
constant phone calls, emails, and text messages while behind the

One area where voice-ac8va8on is making huge strides, though, is

wheel, that kind of disconnectedness isn’t the reality. A lot of voice

in the automo8ve industry. In-car speech recogni8on systems have

technology was driven - no pun intended - by the need to keep the

become an almost standard feature in all many new vehicles on the

public safe while s8ll acknowledging the device-dependent
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connec8vity components and oﬀers a
comprehensive suite of features and
services.
One thing users may take to immediately is
the “conversa8onal” interface associated
with Dragon Drive. Its ability to process
natural

voice

pa<erns

is

far

more

sophis8cated compared to its compe8tors.
It’s a more enjoyable experience compared
to the clinical instruc8ons you must use
when speaking to Siri or Alexa. There are
even voice bio metric capabili8es that will
recognize which user is speaking.

epidemic. Whether it’s a text message or

The daily update feature is also going to be

done through CarPlay.

a huge selling point with consumers.

using your Maps App, the impulse to take
second nature. In-car speech recogni8on
systems aim to remove the distrac8on of
looking down at your mobile phone while
you drive.

Instead, a heads-up display

allows drivers to keep their eyes on the

Especially among those who are trying to

ANDROID AUTO

our eyes oﬀ of the road has become

decide on a vehicle based on its on board
Android

global

voice op8ons. Dragon Drive “learns” your

smartphone market, so Android fans will

s8ll

dominates

the

driving habits and updates in order to

feel right at home with the paired-down

meet your needs before even having to

version of their phone screens on their

ask. This is a feature similar to Google’s

vehicles’ dashboard.

Unlike CarPlay,

Nest which “learns” and automa8cally

Android Auto connects via a USB cable,

adjusts for op8mal temperature seWngs in

Companies like Apple, Google, and Nuance

then relies on Bluetooth for voice phone

your house.

are reshaping the way voice-ac8va8on is

calls through the car. At the same 8me, all

used in vehicles. Here are some of the

of

most popular systems that enable drivers

disconnected and ready to use, so it’s not

systems,

to ﬁnd direc8ons, send emails, make

being “taken over” by the phone.

experimented with their own brand-

road and their mind on safety.

phone calls, and play music, all by using

the

vehicle’s

controls

remain

Along

with

these
car

broader,

universal

manufacturers

speciﬁc systems.

have

Ford’s Sync, GM’s

Once your phone is plugged into the car,

OnStar, even Mini Cooper (BMW’s “appeal

Android Auto ac8vates a unique and

to

important safety feature. It renders your

proprietary on-board digital system. They

phone basically useless to ensure you will

typically,

Apple CarPlay brings a stripped down and

not use it while driving. There’s no need to

incorporate the driver’s phone and voice

safety-focused version of iOS to your car’s

pick it up, look at it, adjust the volume,

into naviga8on, entertainment, and other

touch-screen display. Simply connect your

nothing. All ﬁve screens are closer to the

limited features. Unfortunately, as many

iPhone and your car’s factory-installed

driver’s ﬁeld of vision, and in a larger

automakers have learned, the complete

entertainment system is replaced by

format than a smartphone screen. Which,

suite of features isn’t always easy to

Apple’s familiar icons. Not surprisingly, Siri

hopefully, results in less 8me with your

incorporate. There are also various cyber

is fully integrated into CarPlay. Press the

eyes oﬀ the road. Best of all, according to

security

voice bu<on on your steering wheel and

a review of Android Auto by The Verge, the

connected in-car system.

Siri will be there to help you switch

vehicle op8on will not allow users to

between playlists, navigate to the nearest

download those darn viruses and malware

No ma<er where in-car speech recogni8on

ﬁlling sta8on, send text messages, and

from third-party app stores.

Instead,

goes next, consumers can rest assured that

even email your boss with a stellar excuse

Android Auto will rely on the Google Play

the focus is on equal parts safety and

about being stuck behind a school bus

store for content and upgrades.

convenience. Plus, luring customers to a

the sound of their voice.
APPLE CARPLAY

the

millennials”
in

some

concerns

brand)
way

or

associated

have

a

another,

with

a

product with the latest bells and whistles

instead of at your early morning project
NUANCE

mee8ng.

isn’t all bad for the tech companies either.
It’s important for drivers to remember that

Apple recently announced that it’s opening

Nuance may be less of a household name

voice-ac8vated

Siri & Apple Maps to developers. Soon

than Apple or Android, but that doesn’t

“distrac8on free”.

sending messages through WhatsApp,

make them any less of a game-changer. As

persuade us with promises of increased

placing calls using Skype, or booking a

part of its Dragon Drive plaVorm, the

safety, it’s up to you to keep your eyes on

dinner reserva8on in Apple Maps can all be

Dragon

the road.

Drive

Automo8ve

Assistant

combines Nuance’s voice, cloud, and

does

not

equate

to

While companies
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The BMW 507 is a roadster that was

behind the rear seats. These large tanks

weight was about 1330 kilograms.

produced by BMW from 1956 to

limited both boot space and passenger

body was almost en8rely hand-formed of

1959.

Ini8ally intended to be

space, and gave oﬀ the smell of fuel inside

aluminium, and no two models were

exported to the United States at a

the car when the bonnet was erected or

exactly the same. 11 cars were sold with an

The

rate of thousands per year, it ended

the hardtop was in place. Series II and

op8onal

hand-fabricated

up being too expensive, resul8ng in a total

later 507s had fuel tanks of 66 litres

hardtop.

Because of the car-to-car

produc8on ﬁgure of 252 cars and heavy

capacity under the boot, shaped around a

diﬀerences, each hardtop ﬁts only the car

losses for BMW.

space for the spare tyre to ﬁt.

for which it was made.

The BMW 507 was conceived by U.S.

The 507 frame was a shortened 503 frame,

Front suspension was parallel double

automobile importer Max Hoﬀman who, in

the wheelbase having been reduced from

wishbones, with torsion bar springs and an

1954, persuaded the BMW management to

2835 millimetres to 2480 millimetres.

an8-roll bar. Rear suspension had a live

produce a roadster version of the BMW

Overall length was 4835 millimetres, and

axle, also sprung by torsion bars, and

501 and BMW 502 sedans to ﬁll the gap

overall height was 1257 millimetres. Kerb

located by a Panhard rod and a central,

between the expensive Mercedes-Benz
300SL and the cheap and underpowered
Triumph and MG sports cars.

BMW

engineer Fritz Fiedler was assigned to
design the rolling chassis, using exis8ng
components wherever possible.

Early

body designs by Ernst Loof were rejected
by Hoﬀman, who found them to be
unappealing.

In

November

1954,

at

Hoﬀman’s insistence, BMW contracted
designer Albrecht von Goertz to design the
BMW 503 and the 507.
Thirty-four Series I 507s were built in 1956
and early 1957. These cars had welded
aluminium fuel tanks of 110 litres capacity

removable
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transverse A-arm to control accelera8on and braking forces. Brakes

were DM 15 million. The company lost money on each 507 built,

were Alﬁn drum brakes of 284.5 mm diameter, and power brakes

and produc8on was terminated in late 1959. Only 252 were built,

were op8onal. Late-model 507s had front Girling disc brakes.

plus two prototypes. Fortunately for the company, an infusion of
capital from Herbert Quandt and the launch of new, cheaper

The engine was BMW’s aluminium alloy OHV V8, of 3168 cubic

models (the BMW 700 and later the ‘New Class’ 1500) helped the

cen8metres displacement, with pushrod-operated overhead valves.

company recover.

It had two Zenith 32NDIX two-barrel carbure<ors, a chain-driven oil
pump, high-liQ cams, a diﬀerent spark advance curve, polished

The styling of the 507 later inﬂuenced the Z3, the Z4, and, most

combus8on chamber surfaces, and a compression ra8o of 7.8:1,

no8ceably, the Z8, with its chromed side vents and horizontal front

yielding 150 metric horsepower (110 kW) DIN at 5 000 r/min. It

grilles. The 507 remains a milestone model for its a<rac8ve styling.

was mated to a close ra8o four-speed manual transmission. The

202 507s are known to survive, a tribute to the car’s appeal.

standard rear-end ra8o was 3.70:1, but ra8os of 3.42:1 and 3.90:1
A contemporary road test of a 507 with the

Elvis Presley, as noted above and while sta8oned in Germany on

standard 3.70:1 ﬁnal drive was reported in Motor Revue, sta8ng a 0

duty with the US Army bought two models. His ﬁrst 507, a 1957

to 100 km/h accelera8on 8me of 11.1 seconds and a top speed of

model (chassis # 70079 and coloured white), had been raced by

almost 200km/h.

Hans Stuck, used as a press demonstrator by BMW, as well as

were op8onal.

appeared in a German musical comedy en8tled ‘Hula-Hopp,
The 507 made its debut at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New York in

Conny’ (released in March of 1959). Because many of Presley’s fans

the summer of 1955. Produc8on began in November 1956. Max

leQ lips8ck marks on the car, mainly while parked outside his home

Hoﬀman intended the 507 to sell for about US$5 000, which he

at 14 Goethestrasse, in Bad Nauheim, he had it painted red. It was

believed would allow a produc8on run of 5 000 units a year.

imported into the United States in 1960 and was bought by

Instead, high produc8on costs pushed the price in Germany to DM

Alabama disc jockey Tommy Charles, who had it extensively

26 500 (later 29 950), driving the U.S. price ini8ally to $9 000 and

modiﬁed, including having the engine replaced with a Chevrolet V8.

ul8mately $10 500.

In July 2014, BMW Group announced that Presley’s car, would be
on display for a short period at the BMW Museum in Munich,

Despite a<rac8ng celebrity buyers including John Derek and most

before being en8rely restored by its Classic department.

notably Elvis Presley (who owned two), Hans Stuck and Georg
‘Schorsch’ Meier, and being powered by a V8 engine, the car never

This fully restored car, now back to its original white colour, aQer

once reached more than 10% of the sales volumes achieved by its

being displayed in the newly renovated BMW Zentrum museum

Stu<gart rival, the six cylinder Mercedes-Benz 300SL.

located at their US manufacturing center in Greer, SC., has returned
to the BMW Museum in Munich, Germany.

Intended to revive BMW’s spor8ng image, the 507 instead took
BMW to the edge of bankruptcy - the company’s losses for 1959

Presley reportedly gave his second 507, (chassis no. 70192) to
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Ursula Andress, who starred in Fun in Acapulco with him in 1963.
Andress’s husband, John Derek, who had yet another 507 but had
just sold it to entertainer Fred Astaire, then had the 507 Elvis gave
his wife especially customized, which included changing its colour
from white to light blue, as well as having the engine replaced with
a Ford 289 V8.
Andress sold the car in 1997 to George Barris for US$300 000. The
car was then again restored with a correct drivetrain by a later
owner.
When the car arrived at McDougall’s Carrera Automo8ve it had also
been repainted black. Being that the original engine was lost to
8me 2 503 V8’s were located along with the dual carbure<or intake
from a 507. Both engines were made into a running engine with
BMW AG making a new engine gasket kit including head gaskets at
a cost of US$25 000.
It was also returned to its original white colour and subsequently
sold at auc8on for US$350 000 and at another auc8on in 2011 for
US$1 072 500.

John Surtees was given a 507 by Count Agusta for winning the 1956
500cc World Motorcycle Championship on a MV Agusta. Surtees
worked with Dunlop to develop disc brakes for the front wheels of
the 507, and his 507 eventually had disc brakes on all four wheels.
Surtees owned his 507 un8l his death.
Soon aQer, in July of 2018, the Surtees car sold for £3 809 500 plus
commission, the equivalent of US$5 million and thus the highest
ever paid for a 507. On December 1 of 2018, a 507 owned by BMG

Bernie Ecclestone’s 507 fetched £430 238 ($904 000) at an auc8on

507 and 503 designer Albrecht von Goertz was sold for £2 367 000

in London in October 2007. At the Amelia Island Concourse in

plus commission also at Bonhams.

March, 2014 a 507 sold at auc8on for $2.4 million.
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The re-launch of

Styling updates for the RC for 2019 are

cheap bits) a solid, well trimmed cockpit,

Lexus’s striking four-seat coupe,

largely restricted to a pair of intricate new

while tech upgrades include a more

spor8ng a mid-life revamp three

LED

tail-

comprehensive suite of driver assistance

years aQer its launch. What’s not to

lights and a pair of re-shaped bumpers.

systems and op8onal luxuries like a 17-

be excited about...

That’s not accoun8ng for some small

speaker Mark Levinson sound system.

Malaga, Spain:

headlights,

re-sculptured

aerodynamic tweaks, modestly improving
It’s a niche model, this - coupes make up

an already a<rac8ve design bolstered by a

Sumptuous yet decently suppor8ve seats

around 7% of the (admi<edly large)

range of pleasingly bright colour choices.

and a great stereo don’t make up for the

premium sector, but the German ‘big

Yawn...

shortcomings

three’ have more than 80% of that sewn

which

remain;

like

a

touchpad-operated infotainment system

up. BMW sold around 3 900 of their 4

The interior is similarly spot-the-diﬀerence.

that’s so ﬁddly it should surely be illegal to

Series in November last year across

A sma<ering of more luxurious materials

operate on the move, and a cramped,

Europe, when Lexus shiQed just 77 RCs.

adds to what was already (save for a few

claustrophobic rear cabin.

It’s a minnow in an already rela8vely small
pond.
Nevertheless, it’s got exclusivity on its side,
and is a unique prospect in this sector as
nobody else oﬀers a hybrid-powered fourseat coupe. Lexus tried to go mainstream
with the turbocharged, non-hybrid RC200t,
but that has since been dropped due to
lack of interest, leaving just one powertrain
and three newly rearranged trim levels.
But be warned. If you were hoping for a
revela8on,

you

will

be

deeply

disappointed. This is an update to be ﬁled
under ‘minor and largely inconsequen8al’.
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Elsewhere, there are chassis upgrades such as new shock absorbers
and retuned steering.

launched the car on, needing to be worked hard to make any sort
of progress and complaining vocally when asked to do so as the
u<erly rubbish CVT gearbox sends revs soaring uncomfortably

Neither seems to have done a hell of a lot to alter the RC’s fairly

high.

bland dynamics - if you concentrate really, and I do mean really
hard, the low-speed ride has improved, but this is s8ll not a coupe

But can we can s8ll make allowances for the Lexus’s lack of a

that relishes being driven quickly, with steering that, weirdly, feels

dynamic edge and a powertrain that seems to ac8vely dislike being

lazier than the front-driven ES (which, for my sins, I drove last

driven enthusias8cally? I really don’t think so. So rather than

month), a rela8ve shorVall of front-end grip and a lack of agility due

bringing the word sport anywhere near it, think of the RC as a

to its substan8al mass - the RC is heavier than the ES, and carries

styled, comfortable coupe with an economy focus (6.3 l/100km

considerably more weight than almost every rival.

really is within easy reach) and it does have its place in the market
for a select group of society. I call them pensioners.

It’s more within its comfort level when the pace is lowered,
allowing you to enjoy low noise levels and a nicely resolved ride.

The RC may also work for business users, where its favourable

Which is ﬁne in essence - if you are 100 years old, and yes not

beneﬁt-in-kind rate oﬀers signiﬁcant tax savings over a normal

everybody wants to drive everywhere with tyres begging for mercy

petrol or diesel model (in some countries). In other words ‘ﬂeets’.

- but a crashing disappointment when rivals from BMW
and Audi are within scratching distance in terms of comfort but

Private buyers however are going to have to pay through the nose

notably more incisive when the going gets twisty.

for the privilege, or whatever you want to call it. The RC’s base
price is signiﬁcantly more than the Germans start at.

The petrol-electric powertrain (iden8cal in capacity to that of the ES
but the older, third-genera8on variant) is unchanged, and remains

Granted, you get more standard equipment in an entry-level RC,

completely at odds with the spor8ng premise Lexus’s marke8ng

but the money which Lexus asks for our ﬂagship Takumi model

materials shout about. It is a coupe and coupes are supposed to be

starts to look like really terrible value when you consider the

sporty. Its that simple.

performance oﬀered by rivals at that same price. BMW M cars for
one…

It excels around town, being far quieter and smoother than an
equivalent diesel, and is decently-mannered at a cruise. But it felt

People are going to start thinking I am bias toward Lexus, but I am

wholly out of its depth on the twis8ng Spanish roads Lexus

really not. I am just bias towards crap cars.

… admi!edly the interior has improved since the ﬁrst RC was launched early last year… It sll lacks the quality touch of the Germans, but its decent enough...
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Wales, UK: ‘The one

Strangely though, its genera8ons get

However inside it feels no bigger.

and

small,

longer - the ﬁrst car remained on sale for

Jimny is unashamedly compact, and

lightweight four-wheel

11 years; the second SJ, the one people

though it can apparently ﬁt occupants in

drive’ is how Suzuki

really knew as a ‘Suzuki Jeep’ and which

the back, if you fold down the thin rear

pitches the new Jimny,

gained a reputa8on for falling over, was on

seat backs to create a ﬂat plas8c load ﬂoor,

sale for 17 years; and the last for 20.

from the front seat you can reach deep

only

which sounds fair. At 3.6 metres long it’s
shorter even than its predecessor, and at

The

into the load bay - which I reckon would

1135kg it weighs about as much as a

This latest version is shorter than its

take a hay bale or a couple of Welsh

largish tool box.

predecessor but to our eyes looks bigger,

Terriers.

perhaps due to more deﬁned edging,

there’s barely a sliver of boot, but the

So to test its oﬀ-road prowess, here we

giving it a more Defender / Jeep / G-Class /

Jimny never was intended as a family car.

are, in an abandoned quarry somewhere

original SJ-like appearance.

deep in Wales.

And it’s very good - a

mountain goat or a spring gazelle among a
herd of beasts of burden, one of which a Toyota Land Cruiser - is du8fully
following in its tyre tracks.
The latest fourth-genera8on Jimny is
minescule in rela8on to the Land
Cruiser. It remains a kei car in Japan
(which means, without the ﬂared wheel
arches and bumpers of this export model,
it’s 8nier s8ll), and that was the idea in the
ﬁrst place. The Jimny was conceived as a
prac8cal, rugged vehicle that looked
‘Jeepy’, and in 1970 was the ﬁrst fourwheel-drive vehicle to meet the miniature
kei requirements.

With the rear chairs upright,

It has resisted the move to accep8ng the
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mechanical layout of one, too. Where other small oﬀ-roaders have
adopted a monocoque, the Jimny deﬁantly retains a separate
chassis with live axles sprung oﬀ it, both front and rear. Where
most cars get a turbocharged engine, the Jimny’s naturally
aspirated four-cylinder unit is a 1.5 litre unit of just 75kW at 6 000
r/min and 130Nm at 4 000 r/min - revs high for a 4x4, which is why
the low-range transfer gearbox is proving a considerable help as it
springs in and out of steep troughs with precious li<le chance of
grounding its extremi8es.
Another thing about the car, and en8rely because of its extreme
lightness, is that if it gets stuck you can push it out with two strong
mates. No need for snatch straps here.
The approach angle is 37deg, break-over 28deg and departure
angle 49deg. Is that good? Well, don’t just look to the Land Cruiser
we brought along, but also to the latest Jeep Wrangler - probably
the most impressive unmodiﬁed 4x4 we’ve driven. That be<ers the
Jimny’s approach angle (44deg), but can’t match break-over
(27.8deg) or departure (37deg).
Those aren’t the only important numbers, of course, because oﬀroading is more diverse than that. In cars with a live axle, draw a
line between the wheel centres, and a bit below that you will ﬁnd
the car’s lowest point to the ground. That the Jimny rides on
195/80 tyres and 15 inch wheels leaves its ground clearance at
210mm, while a Jeep can have up to 300mm. So on ru<ed tracks
or rock crawling, there are cars that will go further. But then the
Jimny’s 1 645mm width and 9.8m turning circle will see it squeeze
through gaps other oﬀ-roaders cannot, while its weight has it
skipping over mud patches that suck heavier cars in.
Conversely, though, some cars get big turbocharged diesel engines
and locking diﬀeren8als.

The Jimny’s open diﬀeren8als have

torque vectoring via braking, which only ar8ﬁcially replicate
lockers, and then not always successfully. They some8mes leave a
wheel spinning helplessly for grip. Usually, but not always, the
answer is to back up and try again with a bit more speed, and allow
the lack of lethargy to do the job.
Would the Jimny beneﬁt from a turbocharged engine? Certainly on
the road, where it’s dreadfully buzzy, and oﬀ-road it’s easy to stall if
you are trying to creep forward without over-working the clutch.
However if a turbo and cooling adds 20kg, perhaps necessita8ng a
beeﬁng of the clutch, it would be easy to get trapped in a cycle of
making things heavier to cope with something else you have just
added weight to, and end up with a 4x4 that isn’t a Jimny at all.
Not too long ago, it was reported that Suzuki was the most
proﬁtable car company, per unit, in the world - an examina8on of
the Jimny’s underskin shows you why. You tap at it and wonder
how thin the sheet metal is, you can see where they have stopped
pain8ng it, and what’s leQ uncovered by vanity plas8c in the engine
bay. The absence of a turbo saves cost, as does only having ﬁve
gears in the fairly nice gearbox, and if a less than brilliant 7.9
l/100km and 154g/km of CO2 is the result, you can see how Suzuki
makes money on cheap, 8ny cars while other car makers cannot.
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slip centre diﬀeren8al (top-end models get air springs and a limited
-slip rear diﬀ too). But this three-door model is itself surprisingly
agile, owing to a small (10.4m) turning circle.
There are one or two occasions where the Jimny will ﬁt between
trees that the Land Cruiser will not, though you would bludgeon
the Toyota through if you had to, and there are occasions when you
would take the Jimny’s 1 135kg over the Toyota’s 2 055kg. But
mostly the Toyota will go further, more easily, in more relaxed
style, than the Suzuki - par8cularly when crawling over rocks, or
wading.

Yes, there are 8mes, mostly size-based, when

the Suzuki will go where the Land Cruiser won’t, but by and large
The Land Cruiser is not a 8ny car, but in essence it’s not that

the Toyota feels, and is, the more capable, more competent, and

unlike the Jimny - it puts oﬀ-road ability before on-road

certainly more relaxed, oﬀ-roader.

reﬁnement, although not to quite the same extent as the Suzuki,
which as well as being breathless, is a bouncy and 8resome car on
tar. But a car like the Land Cruiser, which is the choice of most of

And it feels constructed from more solids and feels twice as reﬁned
on the road - though given the price diﬀerence, this is unsurprising.

Africa, should deal with a Welsh quarry, right?

In truth, comparisons do not proﬀer a failing on either.
They come at doing broadly the same thing from two

Actually, yes. There’s no real challenge here. With a 700mm wade
depth, twice that of the Jimny’s but a weight, list price and towing
limit that hover around that ra8o too, the Land Cruiser is the kind
of old-school body-on-frame oﬀ-roader that you would rely on to
take you anywhere you want to go, and then bring you back again.
It too has low-ra8o gears and one live axle (the rear, which,
curiously, hangs 5mm lower than the Suzuki’s) but also a limited-

very diﬀerent ends. To pick a victor would be like
deciding whether an Ariel Atom or a Ferrari 488 is the be<er sports
car.
The fact is that they are both great at their primary jobs - which, to
our eyes, makes them two of the most honest and likeable vehicles
on sale today. Go ﬁgure.
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The Dark Art of Driving
with The Savage
MILLBROOK PROVING GROUND
In my tenure as a racing driver there were
many occasions where tes8ng, of one sort
or the other, was needed to be done and
in the UK there is really only one place for
that to happen.
Millbrook Proving Ground is an English
vehicle tes8ng centre located at Millbrook,
Bedfordshire. One of the largest vehicle
tes8ng centres in Europe, it is near to the
M1 and Milton Keynes.
Modelled on the Milford Proving Ground
operated by General Motors (GM) in
Michigan, Millbrook was opened in the
1960s by the GM subsidiary Bedford
before passing over to Vauxhall.
Due to the geographical needs of a full
tes8ng centre, including both hills and ﬂat
land, the tradi8onal choice of a former
Royal Air Force airﬁeld was ruled out and
many sites around the UK were surveyed

the Vauxhall and Bedford companies. In

its facili8es as well to non-GM companies.

before the loca8on at Millbrook was

1973 Bri8sh Leyland made an unsuccessful

With the sale of Lotus in 1993 Millbrook

decided upon, especially due to having the

bid to take over the proving ground.

was transferred to GM Holdings UK

beneﬁt of being close to Vauxhall's

Limited, as an independently managed
With Bedford withdrawing from the bus

company and began to diversify into all

and truck markets in December 1986,

aspects

Construc8on of the Proving Ground began

Millbrook was put up for sale by GM. In

emission control.

in 1968, and once the facility opened in

1988 the site was transferred to a new

proving ground was purchased by Rutland

1970 it acted as the tes8ng site for many

company,

Partners. In September 2016 it was sold to

European GM models from, among others,

Limited as part of Lotus and began to oﬀer

produc8on site at Luton.

Millbrook

Proving

Ground

Spectris.

of

vehicle

tes8ng

including

In October 2013, the
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of vehicle dynamic characteris8cs.

•

High Speed Bowl - a two-mile (3.2km) banked circuit used
for higher speed tes8ng.

The proving ground maintains a high standard of security and
secrecy to protect the commercial interests of its customers. Public
access is not generally permi<ed and the facility is hidden from
view. Limited supervised access to the facili8es is available through
some driver training organisa8ons.
Millbrook has been used in the ﬁlming of many television programs
and ﬁlms including:
The centre provides vehicle test and development facili8es
including:

•

Casino Royale

•

Vehicle and system assessment

Top Gear:

•

Powertrain development

•

Series 6, episode 2

•

Safety tes8ng

•

Series 8, episode 1

•

Climate controlled chamber that can simulate condi8ons

•

Series 10, episode 7

•

Series 12, episode 1

from -20 to +50°C
These are staﬀed by engineering teams who work with
manufacturers on their test and development programmes.

The Grand Tour:

Millbrook has a wide range of types of test tracks. The most

•

Series 3, episode 9

prominent are the:
RadioX - The Chris Moyles Show - Car Roule<e Compe88on

•

Hill Route - divided into three sec8ons or loops which
contain progressively steeper gradients as well as many
8ght corners.

Some8mes seen in motoring television

programmes, for example the BBC’s Top Gear, par8cularly
the “ski-jump” where it is very easy for vehicles to become
airborne.

•

Outer and Inner Handling (or City Course) circuits extremely technical twisty circuits used for extreme tes8ng
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The Final Word

Renewable energy. We hear about
it. We understand it is something
to learn about. We realize that at
some point in the future it will
become a very signiﬁcant part of
our life, but what is it really all about?
The beloved internal combus8on engine,
fuelled by petrol or diesel, has dominated
the automo8ve landscape for more than
100 years. Without it the car as we know
it today would not exist.
It does not, however, have an inﬁnite
future in its current guise because it
remains largely reliant on non-renewable
fossil fuels. An unsustainable model that
has ﬂuctua8ng prices.
Governments are also under constant

ability to not be reliant on non-renewable

corn and sugarcane, whereas biodiesel is

pressure to ﬁnd cleaner ways of fuelling

fuels.

made from vegetable oils and animal fats.

Here are the nine fuels of the future that

Both replace non-renewable crude oil-

could be powering your car in decades to

derived fuels. The best types are second

come.

genera8on biofuels which are produced

cars and in doing so some have even
pledged to ban the sale of new petrol and
diesel vehicles by 2040.
Because of this, many fuels of the future
are being proposed to take over from

from sustainable sources rather than
BIOFUEL

today's crude oil-fuelled engines, all of

Biofuels such as bioethanol (which can be

which have one thing in common - the

used instead of petrol), are made from

those grown for food.
Many consider them the best medium
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increase in the future, to be<er harness
the moving energy possessed by a car,
and thus use less fuel overall.
If you are looking for a cheaper solu8on
to your current car thEn why not consider
trading in for a more economical runner
at your local dealership of your favourite
brand, because pre<y much everyone
uses this technology today. So in essence
it is the future, here today.

STEAM

term solu8on to sustainable fuels.
ELECTRICITY

Steam cars have been around since the
19th century and were replaced by

The electric car, powered by a motor with

models with internal combus8on engines.

energy supplied by ba<eries, is geWng

HEAT

lots of a<en8on at the moment, thanks to

Some say they could now repay the

cars such as the UK's best-selling green

favour.

vehicle Nissan Leaf.

engines' where the fuel is combusted

They are 'external combus8on

away from the engine, helping lower
Ba<ery eﬃciency is s8ll limited though,

emissions.

recharge). Ba<eries for electric cars are
very expensive too.

economy ba<eries that are available for
petrol cars.

high-power steam engines in cars.
KINETIC ENERGY

000 to £400 000 available today - a
landmark example being Tesla's Model S.

and

is

already

under

One solu8on is to use thermoelectric
panels to convert waste exhaust pipe
heat into electricity, which can cut fuel

of internal combus8on engine cars) have

consump8on by 5 per cent.

convert energy normally wasted during

many models ranging, in the UK, from £5

this

Many electric cars (and growing numbers

commercially

with

which

development by several car makers.

Electric cars are currently the most
solu8on

technology,

reduce

brake energy regenera8on systems, that

available

Thermoelectric

There are several concepts for modern

Which is a slight

nega8ve compared to the range of

petrol or diesel is wasted as heat.

converts heat into electricity, can help

meaning most oﬀer a maximum range of
around 150km (and take several hours to

Two-thirds of the energy generated by

braking into electric energy.
U8lisa8on of such systems is expected to

HYDROGEN
Hydrogen can be used instead of fossil
fuels in combus8on engines. Hydrogen
cars

give

out

no

harmful

tailpipe

emissions, only water.
Cri8cs point out it transfers energy
consump8on away to the plant that
makes the hydrogen, and there is
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and is a type of 'liquid gas' that can be
used as fuel for a variety of purposes,
including powering cars.
While tradi8onally it was deliberately
burnt oﬀ and wasted, it’s now recognised
as a versa8le low-carbon fuel - and used
produc8vely.
Although LPG is widely used by homes
and business, less than one percent of
cars on most countries roads are fuelled
by it.
According to the UK trade associa8on for
the LPG industry, UKLPG, there are 1 400
LPG refuelling sta8ons across the United
Kingdom compared to around 8 500 ﬁlling
currently

no

hydrogen

refuel

NITROGEN

sta8ons overall.

infrastructure in place.
So those are nice exis8ng alterna8ve fuels
BMW, however, already sells hydrogen

for the car, as we know it.

cars and it has recently been announced
that New hydrogen cars 'will be sold in

Future cars… well who knows, maybe

UK'.

someone will ﬁnd another way to make
them work.

Hydrogen can also be used to power a
fuel cell and produce electricity. This is

Now I am no scien8st, or engineer, but

the solu8on many consider to be one of

one type of energy source about which I

the best longer-term energy sources for

Liquid nitrogen stored in a pressurised

cars: it produces zero emissions and

tank can be heated to produce high-

overcomes the limita8ons of onboard

pressure gas. This can be used to drive a

ba<eries.

piston or rotary engine.

Currently, however, fuel cell

technology remains too expensive.
Liquid nitrogen is, however, a less
AIR

eﬃcient energy carrier than fossil fuels,
and s8ll requires electricity to produce it.
LPG

would like to learn more is solar energy.
We can use it to power our homes, heat
water and make things work, so why - I
ask myself - doesn’t someone ﬁnd a way
to make a car run on solar?
Turn a panoramic sunroof into a solar
panel and that should do the trick.

I

think? However this does leave food for
thought as to exactly what the future

LPG stands for liqueﬁed petroleum gas

Compressed air can replace petrol in a
combus8on engine to drive the pistons
and produce power.
Stored in 4500psi tanks, air as an energy
source is much less energy-dense but
does produce zero tailpipe emissions.
Several concepts have been mooted over
the years and some car makers such as
Tata have even proposed mainstream airpowered cars.

holds, and at least we have op8ons.
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COMING UP NEXT IN JULY…

AVAILABLE FROM 23RD MAY 2019 (GMT)
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